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fire Protection is a relatively new endeavor of instruction 
being assumed by some educational. institutions in the United States. 
The writer while employed on a municipal fire department, and while 
employed as a fire inspector by a national fire insurance company, 
obeened that the persons employed in the area of fire protection, 
appeared to have cOlllllon interest and e::rperience bonds. The purpose of 
this study was an attempt to discover whether these interesta for the 
student and the graduate populations of the Fire Protection School at 
Oklahcaa A. & M. College actually exist. A corollary purpose wos to 
determine the vocational experiences of the graduate population as 
related to these interests. 
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CIIAP'l'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The subject of vocational interests in college students hae been 
under investigation for ll8Jl7 years, with *1ded impetus given to this 
type of investigation after Kuder•e development of his Vocational 
Preference Record in 1939. Thia study was given inducement by Speer•a1 
atwly on the students and the graduates of the Fire Protection Engineering 
School at the Illinois Institute of Technology in 1948. 
The Fire Protection School at Oklahoma A. & M. College, with vhicb 
this study is concerned was established in 1938. The school at Oklahoma 
A. & M. differs from the school at lllinois Tech, since the students are 
graduated aa technicians with a certificate after COJ!lpleting two years, 
vb1le the students at Illinois Tech are graduated as engineers after 
completing 4 years. The courM at A. & M. is administered through the 
School of Technical Training under the Engineering division of Oklahoma 
A. & M. College, The Oklahoma Institute of Technology. It is possible 
tor the students graduating b-om the Fire Protection School at A. & M. 
to continua their schooling aDd receiYe a B.S. degree in several de-
partments of 0)-.lahoma A. & M. College. This study is directly concerned 
vi th the Illinois Tech study, as these tvo schools are the only colleges 
in the country turning out fire protection personnel for emplo;yment in 
~ s. Speer, 8 Tbe .Kurler Interest Test Patterns ot Fire Protection 
Kngineera," Journal al. Applied Psn!!ology, XXllI (1948), 521-526. 
l 
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the OV4!trall area or fire protection. The graduates of these tvo schools 
obtain emplO)'JllGnt in similar fields, and with similar positions. The 
University of Southern California hos a college program with the students 
obtaining degrees in Public Aclminiatration with a major in Fire Adminie-
'\ration. HOWfl'er the graduates of this ocl'sool are trained and orientated 
tor •ployment within the area of Jl'UDicipal fire protection, and not the 
overall area ot fire protection. 
The graduates of the Fire Protection School at Oklahoma A. & M. 
College ba:Ye been found by this study to have entered into five areas of 
specialization in fire protecUon. The area of public protection 
comprises the graduates who are employed by municipalities in fire 
departments, and munioipal inspection bureaus. The graduates employed 
by industry have entered the area of plant protection and safety, as 
these two areas are oft.en inwrrelated in the modern industrial plants. 
The graduates in the insurance field are employed by fire and casualt7 
insurance ccapanies, state inspection and rating bureaus, and private4' 
owned inspection companies. The equipment and appliance area includes 
the employment of graduates by automatic sprinkler companies, and fire 
alarm and equipment companies selling their services to industey and 
the general public. The last area of specialization vaa fou:nc:1 to be 
education and training, with the graduates in this group being employed 
by state and governmental agencies for the training and education of 
municipal and induatrial fire protection personnel. 
It 'WU felt that DlallY' ot the graduates of the Fire Protection School 
at .A.. & M., entered the moat available or comenient area of specialization, 
with little consideration of their interests for the type of employment 
iBYolved. These graduates would then become dissatisfied with their 
work, and change to other areaa of specialization after a period of 
adjustment. It was hoped that this study, by giving the etudenta sc:ae 
indication or how their interests rankeo with the graduates in the 
different al'8a of apeciallzation, cotJl.d be used to counsel the students 
as to what field they would probably be moat satisfied in for employment. 
This purpoae is baaed on the ausumption, that where ability, opportunity, 
ud effort are equal., the student will achieve the most satisfaction in 
the area of specialization where he has the greatest interest. 
The overall purpose of this study was to determine the interest 
profiles of the students and the alUIIIDi of the Fire Protection School 
at Oklahoma A. & M. College, and the relationships between these profiles. 
This general purpose upon examination and analyals breaks down into 
lle'Veral related 'falues: 
1- To de,,.elop sr1 awsreness and an appreciation of the importance 
ot interests in the guid&nce of students in a particular bi£hl1' 
technical curriculum in their choice of specialized areas of 
employment. 
2- To help administratcra, professors., and counselors in a 
particular curricul.UII realize the importance of interest in the 
aatiaractory adjustment of the student to the vocational situation. 
3- to collect and nal.uate data to enable the establishing ot 
interest profiles frca the graduates for tlle specialized areas 
in fire protection. 
4- To stimulate interest tor further research into the areas of 
interest vith all types of fire protection personnel. 
Tble study ia l1m.1 ted in the following aspects and viewpoints: 
1- The study is confined to the graduates of the Fire Protection 
School at Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
2- The study includes only those students enrolled in Fire 
Protection and majoring in this curricult11 at Oklebcaa ,. & M. 
College during the school year 1953 - 1954. 
3- The only testing instrment used for this atudy was the Kmer 
Preference Record, Vocational, Form-C. 
4- The graduates vho did not return the questionne.ire were not 
included in the study. This group conaisted of se"t'en BUbjects 
out ot a total population of fifty-one. 
5- The 81181.l population from which the samples were drawn 
generalq limits the conclusi.eness of the results of this 
stooy. There were onl7 fifty-one subjects in the graduate 
population, and a total of forty-one in the student population 
vi tb a total tested sample for the study of eigbty-f1Ye 
subjects. 
§tatement Sil. lb! l.fopJ.ea 
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The principle problem of this study is to analyze the relationship 
of the interest profiles ot the graduates and the nudents of the Fire 
Protection School at Oklahoma A. & M. College. It is the purpose of 
this study t.o attempt to form some valid conclusions from the following 
aspects of this probl811. 
• 1- What is the relationship between the interest profiles or the 
students and the graduates of the Fire Protection Schools at the 
Illinois Institute of Technology and at Oklahaaa A. & M. College? 
2- What is the relationship between tba interest profiles of the 
students and the graduates ot the Fire Protection School at 
Oklahc:aa A. & M. College? 
3- Is there 81\Y measurable relationship between the interest 
profiles of the students and the graduates of the A. & M. Fire 
Protection School and their college academic achie~ement? 
4- Ia there CV' measurable difference in interest for the 
graduate• of the Fire Protection School at OklahOJ1a A. & M. 
College aa related to their different areas of specialization? 
5- Are there any OOJIIIOn interests or lack of interests as shovn 
by the Kuoer Preference Record, Vocational Form C, to identify 
personnel who are employed 1n the fire protection area or 
enrolled in the Fire Protection School at Oklahoma A. & M. 
College? 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In our rn1ev ot previous research and published studies, we have 
attempted to guide our investigation according to three areas~ The first 
area includes previous studies concerned with fire protection personnel 
ot one t7pe or another, in relation to interests, or where measured 
interests were obtained. Secomq we an concerned with studies that 
investigated the measurement or interest with the Kuder Preference 
Record. Lastly, we concerned ourseltts vi th the review or studies made 
investigating the relationship of measured interest and scholastic 
achievement, as this type of relationship is one of the problems or this 
atud7. 
Previous Studies Concerned With Fire Protection PersoDJ1Bl 
Speer at the Illinois Inati tute of Technology has made two studies 
which an concerned with the students enrolled in the Depart•nt of Fire 
Protection ingineering. In his first study, Speer1 vaa concerned with 
the 't'ocational. interests of engineering and non-engineering students at 
the lllinois Institute of Technology. A group of thirty-tour freshmen 
tire protection engineering etudents were '\ested vith the Kuder Preference 
Record, Vocational form B. He discovered, according to his study, that 
treahman fire protection engineering students had no cbaracteristical.l)" 
laeorge s. Speer. "The Vocational Interests of Engineering and Ion-
Engineering Students.• JgU£Ml 91.. fnchgloa, UV, (1948), P. 351-363. 
6 
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high or low points in their measured interest profile. The interests 
tended to lie along the mean w1 th a low of 39 percentile tar clerical 
interest, and a high of 65 percentile for computational and persuasive 
interest. These findings prompted him to make another study confined 
eolel;y to the students and the alumni or the Fire Protection Engineering 
Depariment at "the Illinois Institute of !ecbnoloa. 
This second etudy made by Speer,2 la the basic stud7 which prompted 
0\11" proJect, and is inTol••d 1n our proJect with a comparison of both 
the students and the alumni interest• as compared to the measured interests 
of the atudenta and the graduates of the Fire Protection School at 
Oklahoaa A. & M. College. Thia study made b;y' Speer wu extended to 171 
al.UIIIDi or the deparlment in rm 8'tempt to find the type of work which 
waa engaged in after graduation, and to determine the interest patterns 
et these aluani. _He explains the lack of a marked interest as measured 
by the Kuder Preference Record w1 th the freal'..man group due to the 
heterogeneous character of the group, and he as8Ull8d that the students 
enter the achool with different goals in mind. 
In the results of this study Speer,3 tound that the alumni as a 
group ar.owed a marked interest only in the area of persuas1,,e interest 
with a mean percentile score of 88. Howe•er the alumni al1owed greater 
interest than the freshmen students on the scales or mechan1cel, 
persuasive, and social aenice. He also found that the alumni who have 
le.f't the area of employment in fire protection showed more interest on 
literary, musical and computational scales, and less interest on the 
2o. s. Speer. "The Kuder Interest Test Patterns of Fire Protection 
Engineers.• Journal si. Applied Psxcholoq, mII, (1948), P. 52l-52tJ. 
3zbid., P. 522. 
J18Chall1.cal and scientific scales as compared with the alumni still in 
fire protection. In comparing the alumni to the students in regard to 
the type of work they engaged in, he found that the alumrl. engaged in 
sales work had lesa interest on the scientific aoale than the students, 
but had more interest on the persuaaiYe and the social service scales. 
The alUll11i engaged in engineering work had a greater interest than the 
students on the persuaaive, mechanical, and the social service scales. 
The alwml who were engaged in work of an administrative nature, differ 
leaat from the student profile, being only slightly higher on the 
mechanical and persuasive scales. In this study as with his previous 
study Speer Wl8d the Kuder Preference Record, Vocational fom B. 
8 
Waltt and lorth41n their atl¥iy on the selection processes for 
municipal firemen, teated forty-seven subjects with the Kuder Preference 
Record. These subjects were all employed in a municipal. fire department 
for a city of 500,000 population, and were selected from a population of 
351 firemen. In the results of their stud:,, which were not concl1tsive 
in regard to interests, they recmmended further investigation with 
Kuder interest profile scores in the selection or firemen. 
Interest and The Kuder Preference Record 
In the st\¥ly with which we are concerned, it seems of value to 
consider the characteristics of interest, the trait we aN attempting to 
measure. Strongs in hie book on the measurement of interest, pointed 
'w. M. Wolff and A. J. 11orth. •Selection of Municipal Firemen.• 
Journal 9! iA,ppJ.ied Ps:,choloa;, lllV, (1951), P. 26 - 29. 
Sx. Jt. Strong Jr. Jocatiopal Jntereptp a!~ g '{Olllen. (Stanford 
University Press, Stanford, California, 1948), P. 313. 
9 
out that interests are fairly permanent. He stated, "At 25 years of age 
a individual is largely what be is going to be and even at 20 years ot 
age he has acquired pretty much the interests he will have throughout 
life.• ICaplan6 in his text explains interests as changing somewhat. 
between 15 and 23 y-ears of age. Since as will be ahowr.1 in the Mrl 
chapter, the mean age of the subjects in our stwy was 24.; years of 
age, we may assume these interests to be considered fairly stable. 
In the study made at Westminster College, Fermsylvania bJ Reid 7 
in 1948, he selected 145 students with a mean age of 18.4 years, and 
administered the Kuder Preference Record, Vocational form B. The first 
administration of the inventory was in the fall of 1948, when the 
students entered college, and be retested them fifteen months later. He 
obtained a median correlation for interests of .71, with the lowest 
correlation being on the computational scale with .72, and the highest 
correlation was found on the persuasive scale with .$9. He points out 
in his study that the interval between the starting of college, and the 
mid-sophomore year I is often one of re-orientation and more shift of 
interest than in later colloge y<H1rs. In his conclusions Reid makes the 
statement, "The study confirms thet for young adults as a group, 
interests are fairly permanent.•8 
Traxler and McCall 9 in their study on rela:tionshipe between the 
Kt¥ler Preference Record, form A., and interest, collected data on the 
Co. J. Kaplan. .&ncyclopecia sJ. VooationaJ. Gµ!oance 1• (The 
Philosophical Library, New York, 19485, P. 605. 
?John w. Reid. "Stability of Measured Interests in Young Adults." 
Journal £!. Eduoetional Besearpp, n.v, (1951), P. 307-312. 
8,Jb1d., P. '.310. 
9.&rthur E. Traxler, and William McCall. •some Data on The Kuder 
Preference Record • 11 Educational ~ f'sychologioH Measurement, L, 
(1941), P. 253-2b8. 
lO 
etabllity of interests measured vi.th the Kuder Preference Record. The:, 
found that the scores on the Kwier Preference Recc:rd were not influenced 
by practice when an interval of ee:veral weeks was allowed between 
adldnistrations. They also pointed out thc.t for adults the:, obtained 
correlations on the scales ranging trom .60 to above .90 after an 
interval or fifteen momhe. From their stud:, ot high school and college 
groups they concluded. "It appears that interen and motivation in the 
aeven areas are relatively- mature 'b1' the tiJle etments reach secondary 
school. wlO They alao found that the differeneas between the mean 
acorea ot the high school group and the college freshmen group were 
S118l.l. 
In interpreting profiles obtained by using the Kmer Preference 
Record, much information aq be overlooked by concentrating on the high 
points or scales of interest. The areas of alight interest or lack of 
interest should also be c8l'Gf~ considered. Wittenborn, Triggs, and 
Feder11 in their study point out that there are imications that the lack 
ot interest in certain areas, mq give important ·clues in the vocational 
gu:ldanea of students. 
The literature aa reviewed here tends to indicate that the interests 
Masured with the preference type of items aa Wl8d in the Kuder 
Preference Record could be considered fairly stable. Moat of the 
11 terature which has been re"Yieved up to this point has been concerned 
with form B of the luder Preference Record. However ve hope it does not 
10:tbid. , P. 267. 
11l. R. Wittenborn., Frances o Triggs and Daniel D. Feder. "A 
Comparison of Interest Measurement by the Kuder Preference Record and 
The Strong Vocational Interest Blanks for Men and Women.• lducatiomy. 
and PSYchologic@l Jleasµrement, III, (1943) , P. 254. 
11 
seem too ambiguous if we apply these conclusions to form C, since the 
content and the development of this form ie essentially an enlargement 
and 111prO'f811ent of form :a. Other re.t'erencea on the reliability, 
takability, 'Yalidity, and the stability of the Kt.Kler Preference Record 
are reviewed in chapter IV of this study. 
BardiJ.2 writing in the mental measurements yearbook reaffi:raa \be 
statement that for most purposes in the testing of vocational interests 
the .Kuder Preference Record, and the Strong Vocational Interest Blank 
are the uual choices. He establishes the chief difference in the 
dnelo~ · of these inventories as being the fact that the Kuder 
Preference Record identifies broad areas of vocational interest and 
proceeds to translate them into specific occupations. While tha Strong 
Vocational Interest Blank identifies the interests of specific occupational 
groups, and through the uae of factor analysis translates them into broad 
areas of Tocational. interest. 
carter13 vri ting 1n this eae journal brings up the point that the 
Kuder Preference Record is best euited for use with high school students 
and college freshmen. He also considers it well BUi te4 tor what he 
considers as adults not in the professions. He points out the possibility 
or subjects making poor responses to !teas when they are ignorant or mis-
informed about an actiTity, and therefore can barely have a well developed 
interest in it. 
12 o. K. Bures. lb! fourth MentN, Mea&UJ'!l'llenta Yearbook. (Gryphon 
Presa, Highland Park, New Jersey, 1953), P. 7/.:2.. 
l3lbid., P. 71.2. 
Towler14 elaborates on this &tllll6 aspect of the use of preference 
items on the Kuder Preference Record with this statement, •student 
responses may Y'ery according to what they think the items mean." 
12 
Freeman15 in his ten on testing emphasizes the tact that has been 
the b&Sic assumption used by Kuder in the developmnt of this preference 
record. He states the assumption in this mannerr "Motivation as 
determined b;y OD8's interests, values, and preferences may be the 
deciding fact« 1n the seleotion of a course of study or an occupation.• 
Later 1n his book he elaborates on this by aayinga 
The principle underlying these and similar inventories is 
that an indi"fidual who has a pattern of preferences am 
dislikes sill1].ar to the distinguishing aspects ot a given 
group or occupation bas a greater chance of finding the 
activity congenial and hence of succeeding in it, provfg•d 
ot course be also has the degree of aptitude required. 
Since this atudy is concerned w1 th the measuring or interests tor 
a aelected population it aeeJll8 important at this point thet w get a 
concept ot the definition of the term interest. s~7 1n hie text 
gives us four interpretations of interest, as connected with the method 
ot obtaining the evaluation or these interests: 
§xm:esaed interest ia the verbal profession ot interest 
in an object, activity-, task, or occupation. The stability 
ot expressed interests tor children and adolescents are 
questionable. The imporianoe to be attached to expressed 
interest depends on the aaturi ty of the subjects, and the 
manner 1n which the questions are formed to determine tl'-..is 
interest. 
l4Ibid., P. 7 l;J.. -
lSJ-rank s. Freeman. ].'hepr:y and Practice 91. PfYChologic!J. Testi,PS. 
(Henry Holt and Coapaiw, New York, 1950), P. ,00. 
l~., P. 302. 
l7J>onald s. Super. Jppr&J.spg Vocational Fit:nes,a. (Harper and 
Brothers, New York, 1949), P. "J77 - "J79. 
Manifent interest is synonymous with participation in an 
actiYity or occupation. It 111111t be appreciated that manifen 
interest may be the result of interest in the concomitants or 
the by"1)1"0ducts of the actiYity itself. .Also opportunities 
for the manifestation or an interest mq be limited by 
financial and envirormental conditions. 
Tested 1n\e£,!p~ is ued to refer to interest as measured by 
obJeatiire tests, as differentiated from inventories vhich are 
baaed on subjective aelf .. stimates. These tests are based on 
th, assumption that since interest in a vocation is likely to 
llaJlitest itself in action, it should also result in an 
aceu11ulation of x-elnant information. Interest is thus 
measured by the type ard amount of information retained. 
ia!!ntoried intel,!at is aseeaeed by aeana ot lists of actiYities 
am occupations. Eaoh item is raai,&ded to with an expression 
ot preference. Scores are we~hted, and the results yield a 
pattern of interests. 
Front these cl&Bsif1cations it could be seen that the interests as 
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measured and used in our study are inventoried interests. We hove UBed 
the tera •measured interests• to be synonymous with "inventoried 
interests," aa defined by Super in hie study. Super further states in 
his text that interests are the product of the interaction between the 
inherited aptitudes and endocrine factors of the individual balanced 
with the opportunities and the social 8'9olution or the individual.18 
1'erguscml9 in his te:xt, has giYen us acae data on the early history 
or the anelornent of tho Kuder Preference Record. Ferguson points out 
that Kuder de"leloped bis scales with the opposite approach from Strong. 
luder de,,eloped bis scales without reference to what they might actualq 
measure in tel"IIS of vocational significanoe. The first development 
toward the Kuder Preference Record vas a 11st of 200 activities, which 
Kuder arranged into forty groups, with tive activities in each group. 
18lw_.' P. IJ)b. 
19.t,eonara w. Ferguson. f!J:soni1J.!!1 !!!asurement. (McGraw-mu, 
New York, 1952), P. 68 - 71. 
These items wen then administered to SOO student• at Ohio State 
University, and the students were uked to rank the activities in ord.-
ot their preference tor each or the !orly groupa. The literary scale 
vu first developed, and then the e:xperiaental scale20 was dneleped 
by correla.Ung the lteu ranked b,r the students. llJder waa attempting 
to eatabllsb scales which were independent, and bad 'ffr7 little 1nter-
earrelat1on betwffn scales. Imler then imprcwed on h1a work by oollee\ing 
additimal 1teu, and administering these with the previous items to 
new groups of stments. Be thu developed a scale for social prestige, 
and he attempted to dnelop scales tor such _.. .. as athletics, Nli.gion, 
fiDance, polltice, and annoyances. !he aa1n binderenoe 1n these areu 
vu the tact that the new scales showed a marked correlation with the 
aoc1al prestige scale. Be vu thus farced to discard the aocial 
prestige aca.le, and be divided these items aaong other acales which were 
thtm being propoaed. 
lmer worked until he got seven seal•• which he called, literary, 
experimental, artistic, computational, persuasive, DlWlical and social 
aenice. Tbeae scales were tirri publle)led aa the ICmer Preference 
Record, term A abou\ 1939. Two additional awes were added in 19A2 
tar mechanical and clerical aat1v1t1u, and published as fora B. Kuder 
developed theae additional seal.ea in terms of a criterion or internal. 
consistency and be did not concern bimaelf with bow these two seal.es 
correlated with the original. seven acalea of fQl"lll A. FOl"III c, of the 
Kuder Preference Record vu firet published in 1948 with an added acale 
far outdoor activities, and a verification scale. This is the farm with 
which our study is concerned. 
~. scale was later renamed as the scientific scale. 
Interest am Schol.utic Achie..,..nt 
Since one of the probleaa with which this study 1a conoermd 1• 
the relationshlp between acholaatic aohiwement and interests for the 
tire protecticm atudent• at Oklahcaa A. & M. College, 1 t could be 
1Jlporiant at this Umo to reri.ev scme of the previoua atmies made cm 
the relaUonahip of the luder Preterenoe JleCOl"d scares and acholutic 
achiwement with oollege at\ldents. 
croelJJ'211n his study at CGl"Dlll University attempted 'lo seek the 
lS 
relationebip between interests u establiahed by the 1:m"er PrefeNmOe 
Reoord, and aohie-ftHllent 1n various fields of oall.ege work as measured bJ 
grndea. Be aelected U.O students in agriculture and ho• economics, and 
took their acares en~ acientific scale and correlated it with their 
mean chemistry and biological grades. Ren he aelected 80 stments fraa 
the hotel school at Carnell end CQIT8lated their Kuder Preference scorea 
on the ccmputational scale with their mean accounting grades. With both 
of these groups Crosby ueed o~ the extremes of the groups, aa both 
gl"oup& had a teidenoy to gather at the mean on the interest scales. 
Crosby's stu:ly resulted 1n tm following Pearsonian correlation 
coef'ficiente. Sc1ant1f1c inter_est ecal.e to mean chemistry grade .64, 
anc1 to the •an biological grade .67, cmputaUonal interest aoale to 
•an accounting grade .67. Crosby concludes his atw:ly with the etate•nt. 
"These stuliea confira lwer in that they- show a positive relationahip 
between 1n'tereat 1n certain scales or 'the Kuder Preference boo.rd and 
actieve~ 1n school aubJects.•22 
2.1.i:t. c. Crosby. •scholastic Achine:ment and Maesured Intereste.• 
i2W:'P!l s1. Applied P8Ycholog, DVII, (1943), P. 101-103. 
~., P. 103. 
1r8Dd•n23 point• out the l'J8ed tor experimental designs in this 
area of interest and achievement to avoid the influenoe of masldng 
factors. He further states that interests may correlate signitican:lq 
when achine•nt imol:vea performance onr a long period of tilae aa 
opposed to a abort period of time. He found tor college a~• a 
correlation of .50 between ecientitic interest, u •asured by the 
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Kmer Preference Record, and long range aehiff8119nt 1n ecienee ae 
•asured by the General Educational DnelopD19nt Test in latural Science. 
Trigg.24 in her study at the Urd:nraity of lllinois with 267 
atud~nts, fCll"lled as o:ne of her conclusions t1'll8 following statement in 
appraising the relationship between interest and abilltyi "More marked 
relaUonahipa appear between interest and abill ty, when the teats used 
measure a1milar f actora, such aa cc:nputational interests and caaputaticmal 
abilities.• 
Wesley, Corey and Stewart25 in their investigation vi th interea't 
and ability point up Strong's thear,- on atuliea showing low correlation 
between interest and ability. This theory states that a low or negligible 
oar.relation 888118 to lie 1n the fact that different interests are matched 
with a single general ability auob u QQ\lege grade point «Nr&gee er 
intelligence test eoorea, ra\her then matching epecitlc abilities 
eo.r:reaponding to specific interest a. In their study Wealey, Corey, and 
23Ardea Frandaen. "lD~reata d General. lducational Dnelop11911t.• 
l9!1:"'RN: st. APP1&!4 fRAA,9}.m. rm, (1947), P. 'J7 - 66. 
24rrancea o. Trigga. • A Study of The Relation of The luder 
Preterenoa Record Seorea to Yariows Other Mea8U1'9a.• i.mJS&tJ.S?Pfsl. .!I!! 
f1tcholopJ.o!J. Mepurement, III, (1943), P. 354. 
25s. M. Vesley, Douglas Q. Carey, and Barbara M. Stewart. "The 
Intra-Individual. Belationshipa Between Interest aDl Ability.• ,lsmm,1 
!It. jRPlJ.ed Psx;cb9lRSZ, rm, (1950), P. 193 - 197. 
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Stewart attempted to measure the relationship between vocational interests 
and abilities, when the magnitude of the test scores waa relative to the 
individual's own leTel, rather than to the group level of interest and 
ability. The ltuder Preference Record, and ability tests corresponding 
to aeftn interest areu were administered to 156 male college stwenta. 
The Kuder Preference Recard, tom B was used, and the scales or persuaaiw 
and social service were ad tted due to a lack or adequate test a of ab111 ty 
in these areas. In their results these investigators found a_mean 
correlation uaing the Pearsonian coefficient of correlation betveen 
interest an:J ability ot .30 for the group, and .1;2 for the indiviclual. 
They also determined the rank order correlations between the Be"Nn 
interest areas and the seven ability areu for 100 of the subjects. The 
mean of these correlations was .46. 
Freewran26 1n hia book giws support to what bu been stated 1n 
acne or the pre'rl.0111 studies reviewed here. Be stated, •scores obtained 
vith the Kmer Preference Record have a low oorrelation with educational 
achievement teats, course aarka, and with teats of gemral intelligence.• 
Pbllllpa and OsborneZ7 in their study attacked th& problem of 
interest and ab1llty or aah!eveDWnt 1n another manner. They attempted 
to determine it the ICuder Preference Record would d1tterent1ate be'twen 
students on acholutic probation. They tOtmd that the Kuder Preference 
scores tar studenta on acbolastic probation do not differ significantl.7 
26i:reeman. D!!m .!D! Pr1StJ:ce !II. fg;cholgQcal TestiP&• 
P. 303. 
2'1w. s. Pbillipa and R. T. Oaborne. "A low on The Relationship of 
The Iuder Pretennce Record Scales to College Marta, Sohalaatio Aptitude, 
and other V ariablu. • Kdpeftio!iJ. .!!!! P,nholodofl Me1surement, IX, 
(1950), P. 338. 
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from the scores 11ade by students not on probation. The subjects used 1n 
their study were all business administration students at the University 
of Gem-gia. Their data also showed there was no ld.gnificant relationllhi.p 
between the sneral ll.lder PreterenQe Record Scales a:nd the course 
grade, and that college marka could not be suceeeefully predicted t'rcll 
scores on the Kuder Preference Record. 
In BUIIIJlar! sing the studies which have been reviewed in this area, 
1 t appeara that interest a u obtained on the seal.ea or the Kuder 
Preference Record when correlated witb general meaaures or achiewment 
w ability will uaually yield lov correlatiom. However it seems when 
the individual scales are correlated with matching ability teeta, er 
specific achinement. \eats relative to the area im'olTed, or college 
grades relative 'to the scale ilffolved, higher correlations may aometillea ., 
be obtained. · This aaema reasonable when ve consider we could no more 
expect a high correlation between the nsical. scale and accounting 
grades, than we could betwen the cmputational aeale and music grades. 
It baa been the purpose ot this chapter to gi"n a re.S.E'V of the 
p:reviows research as directly related to this study. And to review 
studies that would giTe ua a better understanding of the concept, ot 
interest as relatiw to ita measurement. We have also attempted to 
include studies which aq give an insight into the dnelopment, 
structUl"& and cbaraeter1at1ca or the Kuder Preference Record. 
CHAPTER III 
DEFIWI'J'Iotf OF THE POPULATION FOR THE STtIIY 
The Fire Protection School at Ok:lahana A. & M. College differs 
froa the only cmparable school, that ot Fire Protection lngineering 
at The lllino1a Institute of Technology in varioua we;ys. nrat, 
acmdendcally, the school at the lllinoia Institute of Technology is set 
up with a toir-,ear curriculum, with the graduates reae1v1ng a bachelor 
ot science degree 1n tire protection engineering and aatety. The echool 
at Oklabolla A. & M. College is aet up with a two-,,,ar currioulum, am the 
graduates reaei'Ye a certificate u techniciena in fire protection. 
It was tel.t the differences in the learning and living experience& 
of the atudenta of the two schools might be reflected in their measured 
interests. The students at the Illinois Institute of Technology., have 
the 1UJUal or typical experienou of college students which consist of 
attending classes, attending laboratories, and taking field tripe. 
Also the students attending The 111',noia Tech aohool live 1n leas tonal 
or more diwrse groups in hc:1118& 1 dormitories, and boarding houses. In 
oontrut at tba Ok:lahma A. & M. aohool all the single students, and 
80ll8 of tba married ones 11Ye and eat in the two city fire stations. 
Here the students operate as a more homogeneous group, with their own 
sooial functions, studying com:litiona, and learning e%p61"1encea within 
the cnerall 1nfluenee of college acti'fities. The students at Oklah<na 
A. & M., after their first semester, obtain experience to supp.1.eunt 
their studies• with their inclusion as members of the city fire 
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department. In this manner the students work togdther in a variety of 
e:nergency situations. 'l'heoo circumstwices tend to give them an experience 
bond of common knowledge iU1d learning. 
It was thought that posaibly ttaso cH'faronces in school and living 
environment of the two student popula.ttions, might r,il~ult in differenoea 
between t.heir .measured group interests. This is tha basic assumption 
behind the compru.·ison of the students in tha two schools, since ru, 
graduates t~y go into similar employ--.1\ent situations, and aometimes work 
.for the same organizations. 
Student Population 
The student population enrolled in the Ji'ire Protection Scriool at 
the Oklahoma A. & M. College for· the school year 1953 and 1954, is a 
heterogeneous group according to age. The students ere all wr:ite, male, 
with an age range of .from 18 years of age to 41+ years of nge. The mean 
nge of the group of forty-one students as considered in this st.udy is 
23.3 years or age, vhich 11.1 slightly high, conuidering that moat of the 
students nre clessified as frushll\en and sophomores in their collage 
standings. This distribution of ages of the students is further 
clarified in Table l. 
Marital Status 
It eoul.d be expected that the tire protection stuient body as a 
group would bne a rather large marital population, commensurate with 
the higher age levels represented in the populatiort. Over '.31 per cent 
or the total student population are l'Ull'Tied. This represents fourteen 
of the students out of the group of forty-one. Table 2 shows this 
distribution in relation with the graduate population. 
D!S'l'P.IBDT!ON oi,~ N:-FS or SlJR.JECTS Ir 
TOTAL TASTED POPULATION 
Age In Mo. Ot lo. Ot Total No. 
Years Gre.cuatee# Students Of Subj~ets 
18 9 9 
19 - 6 6 
~ l 2 :, 
21 l .3 4 
22 l 2 ' 2.3 4 3 7 24 .. , 4 ll 
25 6 2 8 
26 2 l 3 
2:1 1 l 
28 4 3 "I 
29 2 2 
30 5 1 6 
31 2 1 3 
32 2 2 
33 l 2 .3 
;4 2 2 
.35 2 2 
36 
YT -3S - 1 l 
39 -
40 -
41 l l 
I.;!, 
43 -
44 1 l 
Total N c 44 41 85 
Mean Age 
27.5 23 • .3 24-.3 In Yaara 
s.n. 4.39 5.89 5.57 
S.E")t .67 .93 .60 
#The term graduates in thio study refers to 
graduates of the two-,'ear Fire Protection School 
at Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
TABLE 2 
MARITAL S'l',iTuS OF '11iE 
TOT.&L POPULATIOI 

















Since, as we hoe already stated, schools on a college le-rel for 
training in fire protection are limited to only two schools in the 
United States, ve might expect the acbool at Oklehoaa A. & M. College 
to draw a large out of state enrollntent. Of the forty-one students 
considered in this study, only 29 per cent, or twelve students cone 
frca the state of Oklahoaa. The remaining 71 per oent of the students 
caae frOII tvenv other states rangbg fl'OIII Connecticut to California, 
and frca Minnesota to Texas. The diatributicn of atatea represented 
is clarified in Table). 
Graduate Population 
The grruiuate population from the Fire Protection School ,,, 
Oklahcaa A. & M. College, was not aa large aa it. vu . first expected to 
TABLE 3 
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ll"lw graduates this is tho stat.e location of reeiidence 
when teaed. For students this is the state location 
ot their residence be!are enterinf scbool. 
be. This may be accounted for by anerel factors. nrat the school 
was started in 1938, and thus counting two years for each class, we 
oould expect the first graduates in the spring of 191.0. We would 
therefore expect to have about thirteen graduating classes to be con-
ddered in this study. Rawewr, due to the period of tille during 
World War II, when the young aale population vu drawn into the araed 
aenicea, the school waa not operating tar a period of tour years. 
The tact that the early clasau had a large percentage ot withdrawals, 
and that the first enrol.lmenta were not wry large should also be 
considered. 
Year of Graduation 
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The total grdduate population of the Fire Protection School as tar 
as could be determined from the records of the school, and of the 
Oklahoma A. & M. College, numbers~ fifty-one persons. These 
graduates reoeived their certificates in nine graduating classes frc:lll 
191.0 through 1953. Senn or the graduates out of this population either 
tailed to return their queetionnairea or their interest inventories, and 
are not included in the results of this study. Table 4 classifies both 
the tested graduates, and the non-tested graduates as to their year of 
graduation. From this table it can be seen that the largest number of 
graduates have entered the field after 1950, with the large at class 
being graduated in 1952. 
Age Distribution 
The graduate population, like the student population is composed 
or all white, male subjects. The ages of the tested graduate population 
TABLE 4 
CLASSIFICATION or GIUDUATES JS TO YEAR GRADUATI!D 
J'R(J( FIRI PROTECTION 
Year Tested Graduates Bon-Teated Graduates 
Graduated 1' • • • 
1940 2 4.5 -
19~ 3 6.9 - -
1944 - - 1 14.2 
1948 2 4.5 -
1949 s ll.3 -
1950 4 9.1 2 28.6 
1951 8 18.2 2 28.6 
1952 13 29.6 2 28.6 
195, 7 15.9 -
Total J: 44 100.0 7 100.0 
ranged from 20 years of age to JJ,. years ot age. The mean age of this 
population was 27. 3 years as compared to the student population mean 
age of 23. 3 years. This information is further clarified and compared 
with the students age range in Table 1. By referring to this table• 
it also may be seen that the mean age tor the total tested population 
of both graduates and students was 2.4.3 7eara of age. 
Kari tal Status 
It is not surprising that we fim the graduate population has a 
higher DUlllber of maITied subjects than the student population. Over 
81 per cent of the graduate population is married as compared to 
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41 per cent of the student population. By referring to Table 2 it msy 
also be seen that for the total teated population of both students and 
graduaws, 58 per cent of the total population is married. 
Geographioal. Spread 
With sane of the graduates being out or school for eight or ten 
years, they are fairly well scattered tr.roughout the United States. 
The teated graduate.a were located in nineteen atatea in addition to 
Oklah011a when they took the lmer Preference Record. From Table 3 it 
will be noticed that' over 3t> per cent, or sixteen out of the forty-four 
graduates, were located in Oklahoaa at the time they took the invento17. 
Bffllfter it 11ust be remembered that eight of these sixteen had graduated 
from tire protection and were still in school at Oklahoma A. & M. 
College obtaining a bachelor's degree, and not aotively employed 1n 
fire protection. It might be interesting to consider at tr.is point, it 
we have lost SOM geographical distribution from the seven graduaws 
who did not participate in the study. or these seven graduates there 
are only tvo located in states not :represented by members of the tested 
graduate population. These staws are fiorida and Idaho, and the loss 
of these representatives is not considered to have seriously affected 
the results of this stmy. 
Degree Population 
Since •81\Y of the {,Taduates of the Fire Protection School continue 
to attend collage, either at Oklah01118 A. & M. or some other inati tution 
for a bachelor's degree, a comparison of the interests of the graduates 
who go on for a degree and those who enter employment was considered an 
important part of this study. In considering those graduates who 
continue tor a degree, we find that out of a total tested graduate 
population of forty-four, twenty-four, or mare than 54 per cent of the 
graduates receive a degree. The majority of the graduates have received 
their degrees in trade and industrial education, with twenty-two of the 
graduates receiving their degrees in tl:is field. One graduate has 
received his degree 1n eanmeroe, with his maJor field of study being 
property insurance. The remaining graduate recei"Ved his degree in 
general education. By refer.ring to Tab1e 5 1 t may also be seen that for 
the non-tested graduate population three of the subjects receiwd their 
bachelor's degree in '\rade and industrial education, and one received 
bis bachelor's and bis master's degree in trade and industrial education. 
. TABLB 5 
CLASSIFICATION or GRADUATES AS TO 
COLLEGE DF'.GREE RECEIVED 
College Degree Tested Graduates Bon-Teated Graduates 
l.eoeived 1n I j JI( ~ 
Trade & Industrial 
lducation 22 so.a 42.9 
Ccnmerce 
(Property Insurance) l 2.3 
iducation l 2.3 -
lo Degree 20 45.4 3 42.9 
Advanced Degree 1 14.2 
Total I: 100.0 7 100.0 
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laplo,yment Stability 
On the questionnaire that was mailed to all the grailuates before 
'\hey received the interest inventor.,, information was received as to the 
nUlllber or Jobs held ainoe graduation. It was felt that this item, might 
give aOll8 1nfomation as to the stability of the subjects in their 
specialized areu of .t.lre protection. From Table 6 it can be seen that 
the largest mmiber of Jobs held by arv graduate included in this study 
was four. Twenty-eix or owr 72 per cent of the graduates have only 
held em job since graduation. The total N for this table is only 
thiri7-eix since the eight subjects who were attending school at the 
time of testing were not employed in the field of fire proteotion. This 
lea,res only ten or about 28 per cent of the graduates who have changed 
employ11&nt at least once since their graduation. 
TABLE 6 
lnlmER 01 JOBS SINCE GRADUATION FOR 
TESTD> GRADUATE POPULATION 
Total J'f • 36 





MEAi NtMB.iR OF JOBS PER GRADUATE 1.4 





As a further indication of the possible stability of the graduate's 
employment 1n fire protection, present job tenure was tabulated from the 
questionnaire. Onq the thirty-six graduates acti'Vely employed in fire 
protection were considered in this tabulation. The mean job tenure of 
these graduates on Uteir present job was foUl'ld to be 3.5 years. However 
since this distribution appeared to be akewed toward the lower end of 
the scale the median job tenure was also calculated, and wu found to 
be 2.1 years, which is somewhat lower than the mean job temn1J. The 
range of tenure for the graduates on their present jobs was from one 
year or lesa far seven subjects to ae-venteen years for one subject. 
This infot•mation is presented tar examination in Table 7. It is ot 
interest to note at this time that the graduate vi th the longest job 
tenure, is employed in the specialized area of public protection, and 



















TElftlRE ON PRESENT JOB FOR TE.STI!D 
GRADUATE POPULATION 











Mean Job Tenure Fer Present Job= 3.5 Years 
Median J'ob Tenure For Present Job = 2.l. Yeora 
s. D. • t.27 s.l.M • l.06 
Areas Of Specialization 
Since one of the basic problems of this study wao to attempt to 
discover if the graduates in their specialized areas of fire protection, 
differed in measured interest from graduates in other areas of fire 
protection, this data was tabulated from the questicmnaires. It was 
found that 50 per cent ot the graduates of the Fire Protection School at 
Olclaholla A. & M. College have entered the area of insurance employment. 
The area of specialization with the smallest number of gradue.tes 1111 the 
area of educatian and training which is represented b,y only one graduate. 
Thia 1nt01"Jllation ia presented in Table 8, with a classification of the 
non-teated graduate population. It ie of interest to note that of the 
total graduate population of fifty-one, onq two are not employed in 
fire protection, and both of these graduates are serving in the United 
States .Al'1l7. 
TABLE 8 
CLASSIFICATION OF TOTAL GRADUATE POPULATION 
AS TO AREA OF FIRE PROTU:TION 
AREA OF TESTED GRADUATES lfON-TESTID GRADUATF.S 
FIRE PROTECTION N % • i 
Public Protection 5 n.4 
Plant Protection 
And Safety 6 13.6 2 28.6 
Equipment & Appliances 2 4.5 -
Insurance 22 50.0 2 28.6 
Education & Training 1 2.3 -
lot In Fire Protection 1 2.:3 1 14.2 
Attending School for 
J. Degree 7 15.9 2 28.6 
Total JI• 44 100.0 7 100.0 
To further clarify the type of work aDi the number of graduate& in 
the rive dif.f'orent areas of specialization in fire protection, Table 9 
presents thft areas of specielization, with the Job titles of the graduates, 
8lld the n\llllber of men directly supervised by these graduates. This table 
cc,neiders only the forty-four tested graduates, as this information was 
not avallable for the non-tested graduate population. It mq be of 
interest to note that the largest number of men &l"'8 supervised by the 
gradustos in public protection, with but one exception with a graduate 
doing 8im1lar work in the plant protection and safety area. The large 
number of varied titles given far the graduates in the insurance area, 
vi th &eftn of the graduates bning the title, "engineer" of one sort or 
another, mq be noted. This mq be explained by the practice prevalttnt 
among 1181J1 of the insurance companies of classifying their employment 
positions with no standord1zat1on betvaen the compam.es within the 
industry. 
It is realized at tl'i!s point, there m&J be some confusion, as to the 
difference in the employment duties ot the graduates in the areas ot 
apecial.1ution. It is for this reason that for the purpose ot this 
ot,Jdy we hiwe at tempted to further clarify these areas vi th an 
employment description. 
~.S! fr9tecti91. The graduates in this area are employed by 
municipalities in fire departJllents. The duties of these graduates 
embrace fire fighting, inspection of public end private buildings, pre-
vention and educational programs on a 111,micipal basis, and the training 
of men under their supervision in the above aspects. 
J2...e! Protection img ~!t•.tt• Industry employs the graduates in 
this area, usually 1n a staff capacity. Their duties often embrace the 
TABLE 9 
CLASSIFICATION OF JOB TITLES FOR TESTID GRAD !JATE 
POPULATION FR0-1 QUESTIONNAIRE 
Area ot Job No. of 
Fire Protection Titles Graduates 
Public Protection Fire Fighter 2 
Fire Captain 1 
Asst. Fire Chief l 
Fire Chief l 
Plant Protection 
snd Safety Fireguard l 
Fire Protection Engineer l 
Fire Chief l 
Safety Supervisor l 
Safety Engineer l 
Safety Director l 
Equipment ard 
Appliances President of Sprinkler Co. l 
Sprinkler Engineer l 
Education and 
Training Fire Me:rshal (U.S.A.) l 
Rot In Fire 
Protection Army Officer l 
Attending School 
for a Degree Student 7 
Insurance Fire Prevention Analyst l 
Loss Prevention Manager l 
Engineer l 
Fire Insurance Inspector 2 
Inspector 9 
Fire Pro'tection Engineer 3 
Supervising Engineer 1 
Fire Insurance Engineer 1 
Fire Protection & Sa!etyEngr. l 
Tow:- Section Superrlsor l 
Fire Sales Engineer l 














area or safety as well as fire protection. These duties include fire 
pl"flention, .fire fighting, the maintenance and designing of automatic 
alarm and e:rlinguishing devices for special hazards specific to their 
1ndust.ey, inspection tor both fire and safety features, and employee 
education and training. 
lguipme?It .II!! Appllpnces. This area consists of the selling, in-
stallation, and the designing or automatic and manual detection and 
eninguishing equipment. The graduates in this area are both in the 
automatic sprinkler and detection field. This incl.was the surveying 
and inspection or buildings, as to their internal construction, and as 
to the insurance rate standards. These graduates then plan and install 
the equipment to tit the occupancy and the hazarda involved with con-
sideration to basic fire protection and insurance rating principles. 
lducatj,pn ad :rrt1!1 !!I• This area consists of' the education, and 
the development or educational and training aaterid for municipal and 
industrial fire protection personnel. The jobs in this area are usually 
OIi. a etate OIi:" governmental basis. The only graduate in this area 
happens to be doing this type of work for the United States Arl\Y'• 
Jnsuryae. The graduates in this area of specialization are empl019d 
by' tire and casualty insurance companies, and by state rating organizations • 
.& complete description ot the operation of these agencies is beyond the 
scope of thia paper. Generalq howffer the graduates employed by the 
rating bureaus, are engaged in setting insurance rates for cities, and 
tor buildings of specific construction and hazard. These duties include 
' 
largely inspection work, and to aome extent investigation work. The 
graduates employed by the insurance companies arc generally concerned 
with the inspection of the risks insured, to determine the liability 
invol:ved, and 811¥ corrective action that mq be taken qy the owner to 
reduoe his hazard. Also theae graduates mq be concerned w1 th the 
analysis or tha losses of the comparv, and sorae invest~gation work as 
to the oauaes of the compan., lossae. 
Financial Ccmpensatim 
34 
.ls a possible measure of the financial success of the tested 
graduates with which this stu:17 is ooncerned, the information on the 
yearly salary ot the graduates is presented in Table 10. It mq be aeen 
that the median salary is t/+Sf;O per year. This is of considerable 
inwreat when it is remembered that the median job tenure of the 
TABLE 10 
SALARY DISTRIBUTION OF TESTED GRADUATE 
POPULATION 









Median Salary Of Group c kSSD per year 









graduates is only 2.1 years. The salaries range from· a low of between 
$2500 and $3000 to a high of abow '6000. It is realized that the 
grouping ot the salaries in these intervals leoes detailed infonnation 
lacking, however it was felt the information obtained is essentially 
35 
complete for the purpoaes of this study. This grouping was accomplished 
to facilitate quest!onnaire response on this item. 
Jature ot Employment 
Since this study is also concerned with a comparison of the 
graduates of the Oklahomc. A. & M. Fire Protection School, and the 
graduates at tl,e Illinois Institute of Tecl.inology, Speer•s1 Table 3 
clasaificationa as to the nature of employment duties was included in 
the questionnaire for this sttll:;y. Thie classification was modified to 
the extent that the classi!icetion ot "other" was included for graduates 
who felt they belonged in none of the Illinois Tech classificationa. 
This information is presented in Table 11 ot this study. It is of 
interest to note, that althougl1 two of the graduates are in the area of 
specialization in tire protection of equipment and appliances, they 
considered their work more engineering than sales in nature. It also 
may prove of interest to note that 69.5 per cent of the graduateo consider 
their work to be engineering in nature, deapi te the fact tb1t the 
curriculum at the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School does not grant 
a degree ar certl!icate in engineering. This table includes only the 
tested graduates as this information was not available for the sewn 
non-tested graduates. 
It has been the purpose of this chapter to attempt to clarify the 
populations with which this study is concerned, and to explain the 
aimilarities and the differences between the Oklahoma A. & M. and the 
Illinois Institute of Technology populations. 
loeorge s. Speer. "The Kuder Interest Test Patterns Of Fire 
Protection Engineers." i!purnal !JI. APJ>lied Pgcholoq, (1948), P. 525. 
'l'ABLE 11 
CLASSIFICATION OF GRADUATES AS TO NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT 
USD'G ILLINOIS.TECH CLASSIFICATIONS 
Work Bo. of j of 
Cluaification Graduates Group 
Sal.ea 
Engineering 25 69.5 
Administrative 9 25.0 
Other 2 s.s 
Total N = 36 100.0 
CHAPTER IV 
The .Kuder Preference Record wu first published in 1939 with form A, 
which contained seven scales. The developnent on this rorm started in 
1934, and the work is still progressing on the improvement and the 
development of the Kuder Preference Record. Form B was developed in 
1942, and contained nine scales, namely .. mechanical, computational, 
scientific, persuasive, artistic, literary, muaioal, social service, 
and clerical. The present form C was first published in 1948, and has 
the added interest soele of outdoor, as well as a verification acale.1 
The form B scale was used by Spem-2 in his investigation at the Illinois 
Inst! tute of Technology, and vas one of the factors considered in the 
selection of the Kuder Preference Record for this investigation, since 
a comparison of the measured interests of the Illinois Institute of 
Technology population and the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School 
population was one of the chief problems of this study • 
.At this point it seems important to give a brief description of 
the Kuder Preference Record, Vocational form c, which is used in this 
study. The test booklet has seventeen pages with the test items listed 
on the pages, and the answers are marked on separate answr sheets. 
lKuder, ExMliner Manual Is!:, !h!_ Kuder Preference Record. P. 1 
2speer, •The Kuder Interest Test Patterns Of Fire Protection 
Engineers.ff P. 521-52c. 
' 
Under each item there are grouped three activities, and the subJeat 
indicates bis preference among the three as to the activity he likes the 
JI08t, and the activity be likes the least. The test is clearly written 
and is self-·3.dministrable tor moet persons. The average adult usually 
completes the inventory in from thirty to forty minutes. 
It now seema logical to consider the Kuder Preference Record vi th 
other interest :measuring instruments in use tod~ in the United States. 
Diamom3 1n his study on the interpretation of interest profiles found 
that the Kuder Preference Recard vu the most conaonly used of all the 
interest inventories in guidance centers. It was thus felt that the 
eelection of this instrument by counselors skilled in guidance, was a 
positive recommendation for the use ot the instrument in this study. 
Roeber4 in hie study on word usage in relation to interest 
inventories, compared seven of the instruments presently in publication. 
These were: The Brainard Occupational Interest Inventory, The Cleeton 
Vocational Interest. Inventory, The Garretson-Symonds Interest Questionnaire, 
The .Kuder Preference Record, The Lee-Thrope Oooupational Interest 
Inventory, The Strong Vocational Interest Blank for Men, and The 
Thurstone Vocational Interest Schedule. Since 'the etmy was made with 
the difficulty of the words based on the ninth grade level, the only 
part of the study with wbi.ch we are concerned was the tabulation of the 
number of different words used in the inventories, as a measure or the 
erlenaivenesa of vocabulary. The Brainard Occupational Interest 
Inventory, The Kuder Preference Reconl, and The Lee-Thrope Occupational 
'saiomon Diamond. •The Interpretation or Interest Profiles." 
J9urnal 2l Applied J>aychol9t;f, XXIII, (1948), P. 512. 
,dvard c. Roe bar. • A Comparison or Seven Interest Inventories With 
Respect To Word Usage." ,toprel S: Eoucational B2searcb, llII, (194g), 
P. 17. 
Interest Inventory were ell found to have the lowest per cent of 
different words, among the inventories oompered. This report would 
tend to indicate the Ktder Preference Record compares favorably with 
other interest 118asuring devices in relation to word usage in the items 
on the inventory. 
In the study made by Malcolm,5 which compered four or the interest 
inventories, as to the role or the inventory in the cotmsellng situation, 
be found that the Strong Vocational Interest Blank for Men was the best 
imentory for college men. The Kuder Preference Record was found to be 
best for high school aen, and second best for college men. The inventories 
considered in this study were, The Kuder Preference Record, The Lee-
Thrope Occupational Interest Inventory, The Strong Vocational Interest 
Blank, ar.ad Cleeton•s Vocational Interest Inventory. the study limited 
its comparison of the inventories to each other, and did not attempt 
to define the rating of best. 
The reliability of the xua.r Preference Record as given by Kuder 
in his manual for form c. are as follows: outdoor .92, ·echanical .92, 
computational .85, scientific .g5, persuaeive .91, artistic .Ph, 
literary.&:>, musical .A6, social aenice .89, and clerical. .eo. These 
reliability coefficients were determined by the Kuder-Richardson formula, 
and were based on a norm group of 1,000 men. This group was obtained 
from a selection of 1,000 telephone subscribers in a stratified sample 
or 138 cities and towns selected from the Postal Guioe, distributed all 
over the United States. 6 It appears from this information given by Kuder 
S.Oavid D. Malcolm. "Which Interest Inventory Should I Use." 
Jolll"nal a! fisiucatioaj Researcl.i, nJV, (1950), P. 98. 
6 . . 
ltui!er, Examiner Mimunl For I!'!l Kuclor Preference Record. P. 20. 
that the Kuo er Pref ere nee Record mey be considered as comparing 
favorably with other interest inventories on reliability. 
Traxler, 7 checked the 1-eliabili ty of the first Kuder Preference 
Record, form A, and tho second Kuder Preference Record, form B, with a 
class of forty-one graduate students. He used the test-retest method 
after an interval of three d~rs, and found a range of reliability 
coefficients from .93 for social servi<'A to .98 fo1~ both the computa-
tional anc1 the clerical scales. He admitted his results might have boen 
influenced by the memory effect and the small group, however he 
concluded: "This study suggests the rel1ability of the Kuder Preference 
Record compares favorably with that of uther mea.o;uring instruments of 
similar length." 
The subject of the susceptibility of the Kuoer Preference Record 
to the faking of responses by subjects could al.so be considered at this 
tirre. Kuder explaina hia verification scale which is found on form c., 
as a mensure for indicr,ting subjects that hnve not followed directions 
or have been carel~ss in their nmiwra. 8 This eyste.ra we.r. <leveloped by 
the analysis of ar.1Swers for- the purpoee of differedinting between answer 
blanks answered sincerely, and blanks e.nswerod vith the iritention of 
making a gooc impression. When applied to nsw groups, Y.uder9 claim.a 
this scale has un accuracy of from f!!'I to 94 per cent, except for about 
lC per cent of tho f.'TOup which are uoueJ.ly considered doubtful. 
7 Arthur .I!;. Traxler. "A Nota On Tl16 Reliability Of The Kuder 
Preference Record." Journal QI. A:tmlied f1a:ch2logJ'., Xl'VII, {194:3), 
P. 510. 
8G. Frederick Kuaer. n1dentifying The Faker." Personnel 
f pychol9r~ t III, (1950) , P. lt.u. 
9lbid.,. }). lt5. · 
Cross,lO in his study on faking with the Kmer Preference Record, 
found that taking high was ell8ier than faking down, especially for 
college students. However he points out, •In the properly moti-v,,;,ted 
guidance si·tuRtion this problem does not oriee. 11 In other words the 
Kueer Preference Record is susceptible to faking, but in the guidance 
situation this tnctor •a:- be offset by good rapport established with the 
su':Jjects. 
In the study made by Longsteff ,ll on feld.ng with the Kuder Preference 
Record, am The Strong Vocational Intereet Blank, college graduate 
students were used. He found that the Kuder is easier to take downward, 
as CCIIJ1ared with the Strong, and the Strong was easier to f'ake upward 
as compttod with the Kuder. He recommended as the best present method 
of control for fald.ng the use or special directions to the subjects, 
expecially in the industrial situation. Longstaff dso stated, "the 
facts show lltile faking in the guidance situation.• 
In relation to the problem of faking on hie interest blarJc, Strong12 
makes this state1tent. "The large 111nnhAr of eo:rro1 nt5.ons ~r .ro and 
over .90, are good O'Vidence tbet there i.s a remarkable consistency 1n 
response to interest items. A small ammmt or faking would make such 
high oOITelations unlikely." From the above research results it 
appEMrs that faking ia not much of a problem outside of the industrial 
situation, and that where it doos occur lt 1~ largely a problem of the 
proper motivation of the subjects. 
10orw1n H. Cross. "A. Study Of Faking On The Kuder Preference 
Record." Educational .!m f!J:cholpgj!!.§1 !(!lguremem, X, (1950), P. m. 
llHowerd P. Longstaff. "Fakability of The Strong Interest. Blank 
nnd The Kuder Preference Recorr." Journal 9I. Appll,!! Psxcholoa, llllI, 
(1948), P. 369. 
12strong, VocaUonpJ. Jntel:!sts 91. li!,n e.nd jfmen. P. 6~et7. 
The Validity or the Kuder Preference Record ae given by Kmerl3 
1n his manual is baeed on the protilee of occupational groups. A 
8\Dmlary of aore than 15,000 cases has been compiled. The validity of 
the lCuder Preference Record, is demonstrated in si tuatlons where separate 
investigators, have obtained similar results with separate but similar 
populations. A8 in the imeatigation on business administration students 
by Phillips and OsboU1'119, at the Uniwrs!ty of Georgia, and Shaffer's 
investigation of the 1n~erest of business students at the University 
or Indiana. Kmerl.4 presents 1n bis Table 4, the Pearsonian E 
coefficients of correlation for a population of llO male subjects, on 
the nine comparable interest scales of fora B and form C of the Ku:ier 
Preference Record. For the mechanical scale an:! of .978, for the 
caaputational scale .953, the scientific scale .962, the persuasive 
acale .959, the artistic scale .958, the litera17 scale .926, the 
musical scale .958, the social service scale .942, and the clerical 
scale .951. It appears from the information considered that the JCw3er 
Preference RecOl"d compares f e.vorably with other interest inventories. 
Having satisfied ourselves as to the aaceptabili ty of the K\¥ler 
Preference Record in relation to reliability, validity, fakabllity, ite 
acceptance in the field of testing, and its general suitability for the 
type of study undertaken there were other factors to be considered. 
First, as prev1ousq mentioned, since we had intended to compare the two 
populations, from Oklahoma A. & M. College and the Ill1no1• Institute of 
Technology, it was not practical nor did 1 t seem to lend m,y'lhing to the 
atudy to use two measuring instruments tor different• parta of the study. 
131wer, J!aminer Manual for lb! luder pteferepce B!cont• P. 13. 
~., P. 18. 
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This factor in 1taalf was a strong point for the selection of the Kuder 
Preference Record as the measuring instrument of this study. Secondq, 
there va.s the practical consideration of obtaining the teat material.a, 
booklets, anawer sheet etc., and arranging for the scoring and the pro-
filing of the results. The fact that the Bureau ot Teets and Measurements 
of Oldabala A. & M. College waa able to supply these materials · and 
execute the proceeaing of the answer sheets, wu another factor toward 
the use of The Kuder Preference Record. Finalq since the testing 
instrument would .hffe to be malled to the graduates in the field, it 
vu felt that a testing instrument ahould be used that was eesy to 
understand, and was capable of being self-administered. 
Although it is realized that there are other interest measuring 
inventories which have wide and favorable usage, tor the purpoaes of 
this at\liy the .Kuder Preference Record, Vocational, ton C wes selected. 
CHAP'l'IR V 
PROCliDURI 
In Chapter One, it was indicated that the principal problem ot this 
study was the analyaie, and the comparison of the interests of the 
graduates and the 8'udents ot tha nre Protection School at Oklahcaa 
A. & M. College. In order to attack this general probl.ea, it vu ft.rat 
1111ceas81'7 to aeeure the cooperation of the gradwdes or the Fire Pro-
'8ction School. With the assistance of Professor R. J. Douglas, Head 
of The School ot Fire Protection, a 11st was obtained of the persons 
obtaining a oeriificate, and graduating tram the ourrioulua. The 
addresees were obtained tor these graduates trm the school's tiles, anrl 
\he files or the Stillva\er Fire Depart•nt. A letter was then formulated 
and sent to all the graduates with a questionnaire. In an effort to 
aecure as high a reaponae as possible, considering the aall number of 
t1:rty-one aubJecta in the graduate population, these lettera were all 
typed and addresaed u personal letters to the subjects. 
The Letter To The Graduates 
Dear John Doe, 
W1 th the cooperation of Professor R. J. Douglas, and 
The School of Pire Protection at Oklahou A. & M. College, I 811 
conducting a research project into the interests of the students 
and the graduates of the Fire Protection School. This project 
is to inollSle the interests of the subjects u determined by the 
Kuder Preference Record, an interest inventory, and as determined 
by the type or work they enter after graduation. · 
This project wu suggested by a study' made on the 
students and the graduates of the Fire Protection Engineering 
Department at the Illinois Institute of Technology in 1948. I 
am interested in conducting a similar survey here. 
I would appreciate very much your cooperation in filling 
out the enclosed questionnaire, and returning same in the self-
addressed envelope. The information received tor this project 
will be kept in the strictest confidence, and will be used 
only as it applied to the results of the group, and will not 
be used indiv:ldua11y. By returning the questionnaire you will 
indicate to us a desire to participate in :the project, ,!I!! .! 
~ 9£. lb!. Kuder Pre!:,erenQ! n,ecprd with directions will follow 
phortlz. A copy ot the summary of the study when 1 t is 
completed will be aent to all persons cooperating in the project 
who desire it. 
It would be most helpful 1:f the questionnaire could be 
returned as promptly as possible. Thank you very much for your 




Since the s~ey of the li tera.ture tor this study, has shown there 
are a nUlllber of variables that may effect the stability of a subject's 
interest patterns, a questionnaire was de'Yeloped to be sent with the 
letter to all the graduates. This questionnaire was also devised as a 
means of obtaining supplementar.1 information for the study, as to the 
area of specialization entered in fire protection, the job tenure of the 
·subject, educational achievement leYel of the subject, and other factors 
which were believed to be of importance in eve.luating a subject •s 
interest pattern response. A secondary use of the questionnaire was to 
identify the cooperating graduates, before the Kuder interest inventories 
were mailed, since the inventories were sent only to those graduates who 
returned the questionnaire. Fifty-one letters and questionnaires were 
sent out to the total graduate population, and forty-six vere returned 
for a respona& o:f 90 per cent. This response was far beyond our 
expectations, and may be considered as an indication of the cooperativeness 
of the graduate population in this stuiy. This questionnaire was 
Questionnaire Sent To The GradUl:ttes 
SUBJECT INFORMATION 
Name ..... --~---------------------------------------------------
Address ...... ________ ~------~--------~--------------~--------
•------- Married ______ Children ________ _ 
Year GI·&'.!uatec trcn tire protection ..... __ Bachelor Degree year ___ _ 
(If Bachelor •s was completed) 
Bachelor Degree in what field._ ________________ _ 
Master•s or Doctor's Degree in what fields _____________ _ 
Number of Jobe since graduation ________________ _ 
Number of promotions in each Job _________________ _ 
Humber of raises in salary (include bonus). ____________ _ 
Ntaber of years on present job ..... ________________ _ 
Present job in which fisld (check one) Equipment & Appliances. ___ _ 
Public Protection ______ _ 
Plant Protection & Sa.fet,: __ _ Insurance. __________________ __ 
Education & Trainin .... g ____ _ 
Not in Fire Protection -----
If not in Fire Protection, indicate field. ____________ _ 
Present Job duties are largely of the following nature. (check one) 
Sales ----------------------Engine er inl!:~---------Administrative _______ _ 
Other --------~------------
Present salary range. (cheek one, and include all cmpensatione) 
$1900 - $240Q __ 
'2500 - $,ooQ 
llLOO - $360Q·--
$3700 - $4200 __ 
$4300 - $4800. __ 
$4900 - $5400 __ 
$5500 - $6000 __ 
above t6000 --Gi'Ve your present Job title. __________________ _ 
If duties are supenisory or administrative, indicate number of persona 
under yaar supenisioa ____________________ _ 
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oonstructod with the basic problems of this :study in mine, and considera-
tion was given to the faotors of questionnaire formation a.a outlined in 
Good, Barr, and Soatea.1 
The lia~ of tta job duiiies on tho questionnaire was obtained from 
the classification or the nature ot the work of the Illinois Institute 
of Technolct;;-y alumni as used by speer2 1D Table 1. of his study. The 
areas or specialization ware empirically determined to insure a oom.pre-
benaive inclusion of all the graduates. The •thod of listing salaries 
on the questionnaire, 1n a range, rather than asking for a salary 
atatetaent was used in an attempt to insure a high response on this 
item, and to overCOJlle the operation ot possible ego-1mrolvement factors. 
The Presentation of the Inventory to the Graduates 
Since the graduates were scattered geographically throughout the 
United States, the only practicol method of administering the imentor,y 
vas to send the inventory booklet with an answer blank to the graduates 
tbrough the mail. It was realized that the adoption of this procedure 
would necessitate the formulation or aupplementary directions to be sent 
'With the test booklets of the Kuder Preference Record. These directions 
were constructed, mimeographed, and sent to the graduates with a self-
addressed return envelope, the test booklet, and an arl&Wr slieet of the 
machine scoring type. To avoid th6 shipping of the elaotrograph1c 
pencils through the mail, Uld tile posaible losa of theee pencils, the 
le. V • Good, A. S. Barr, and D. E. Scates, The Methcdcy.op;, fJl. 
Education,l B@aearch. (D. Appleton-Centl.D."y Company, Rev York, N. Y. 
1941.), P. 33'1-343. 
2speer, •The Kuder Interest Test Patterns of Fire Protection 
Engineers.• P. 522. 
subjects 'IJeJ."t" i:oi,tr,1ctisa to u.s~ ord:l.nary 1esr:1 pene11q. When. too ans'W8r 
sheets were recei.ved the responses were markerl over vi th an eleotro-
grephie scoring pencil. This method of adr.dniatering the inventory to 
the gra~1uates rdaes tb,1 possibil.:t t.::, cf tl,e subject •s receiving outside 
innuence on his :reopom;,:,s, and t;he problem of different .environmental 
comliti,::nR of too c1:1f"fo:re:nt aubjects. However it is felt t}iat for the 
purposes of thia study, it wus one of the most effective 'l'!lethocls of 
ohtcl.ning the responBes of the graduates on the inventory. 
Suppli,aentsry Directions Sent to the Graoue.tes 
DIRECTIONS 
In this P.nvelope you should firo a self-addressed envelope, 
a test booklet, lllld an nnswer sheet. This inventory is merely 
an expt"Elssion o.r Z.2!£ interest or preference for one type of 
activity over other activiti.ea. 
!!!:!! ~ .1h! directions 1?Jl !h! !.e~! pool<}:e~ ,!borough!~. 
Thon fill in your neme on the answer sheet. Do not write on 
the test booklet. You will notice that the activities are placed 
under eaeh 1 tem in groups of three. You should mark in the left 
hnnd column, the activity liked most, with an I me.de with an 
ord1.nary lead J?!nciJ.. In the right hand column merk the 
activity likari least, with an x. The X should be made directly 
over the pm-allel lines opposite the activity chosen. ~ fil:lI! 
~ you l!!!'.k J.sa:. ~ item lb! act1v1~ ~.!! most, W !!!!, 
one J.iked least. Do not skip t'lny of tho ivims, and leave 
them wl th no markings. Compare the three activities on each 
i tero as tc the one you 11 ke most out of the three, and the 
one you like least out of the tr.ree. 
This is a measure of your pref'erences, so make the 
comparisona as truthfully, and as sincerely as possible. 
There are no right or wrong anewers, as this is a gauge of 
%mat interests, Just be as sincere as possible. 
There ia no time limit on this inventory, take your ti•, 
as a true indication of your preferences, and not speed is 
desired. Moat adults usually take from thirty- to forty 
minutes to complete the inventory. It 81\Y of the words or 
phrases used in the inventory are difficult to understand, 
turn to the "List ot Words and Phrases• which appear on the 
back of page l in the test booklet. 
Arter you haw completed the test, place the answer sheet 
1n the return envelope with the test booklet, and mail as soon 
as possible. 
Return On The Inventories 
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Forty-six imentoriea were sent out to the graduates who returood 
the questionnaire. Only two graduates failed to return the inventories 
eent out, thus giving a total response for the teated graduates of forty-
four out or a total population of fifty-one subjects. Thia is a 
response of 81..9 per cent. Tbare was a lapise of two mcnthfl before the 
return of all the inventories was completed. 
Tssting Of The Stude.1ts 
As stated in chapter four, the testing instrument selected for 
this study was tli8 Kuder P:roferenoe Record, Vocational, form C, using 
the machine scoring answer blanks. The students were tested in three 
sepllrate groups, at three different times, under as similar conditiona 
as were possible. The students in group I were all enrolled in fire 
protection, and had been in school for a period of t'Wo months to six 
months. There were seventeen stuclents 1n this group, all white, male, 
classified by the oollege as freshmen, with an age range from 18 to 38 
years of aee. 
The second group was tested about a week after the first group, 
which was in the middle o! November during the Fall Semester of the 
195:3-1954 school year. This group II consisted of students. enrolled in 
fire protection, who had completed one year, and were engaged in their 
second and final yenr of study in fire protection. All of the subjects 
in this group were classified as sophomores with the exception of two, 
one a junior and one a set1lor, since they had received previous college 
training before entering the fire protection curriculum. This group 
had a total number of sixteen subjects, all white, male, and varying 
ir1 age from eighteen to forty-four years of age. Botb of ti.ese groups 
vore tested during a regular class laboratory period, with all the time 
needed to complete the inventory being allowed. The smae directions 
were used for all the groups, and the inventory was administered by the 
same person to the subJecttt. The testing was done in the same classroom 
for both groups, however, grc1up I was tested in a morning period and 
group II was tesbt1 during an aft..:irnoon par·ioo. 
The third group consisted of the freshman students who entered the 
Fire Protection School f'or the Spring Semester of the school year 1953-
1954. This F,r·oup consisted of eight students, an<l all had ;:iaen 1n school 
s.uout one week at tho time of testing. Those students wore all white, 
male, and they varied in age from eighteen to thirty years of age. These 
students were tested in a different classroom from the otl,er two groups, 
but were tested during a r.sigulu class laboratory period. The Btudente 
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were divided into tl ese groups as a matter of convenience for testing, 
and according to tt..e class schedules in tire protection. By referring 
to Table 12 a summarization of the student groups u classified for the 







GROUPINGS or THE STUDENTS 1''0R ADMINISTERING 
OF THE XtDBR PRD'ERDiCE RECORD 
Total N = a. 
lo. Ot Subjects Age Range College C1assificationa 
l? 18 - 38 Freshmen 
16 19 - 44 Sophomore - Senior 
8 18 - 30 Freshmen 
a. 18 - 44 Freshmen - Senior 
Directions Given to the Student. 
Tho directions read to all three of the student groups before the 
administering or the Kuder Preference Record were as standardized as 
ooulc! be made possible by the author •.. ill three of theae groups were 
allowed to work until the inventories were completed. When each student 
bad completed hie inventory he was allowed to leave after the administrator 
had checked Offr the answer sheet for mechanicsl errors of marking the 
wrong column or omitting responses. All of the students marl<.ed their 
responses with the scoring pencils on the mechanical scoring type of 
answer sheet. 
Directions 
I am making a stu.iy on the interests of the atooents and 
the graduates of 'the Fire Protection School, and your Professor 
has graciously' allowed me this time to obtain a record of your 
interests. 
You are not required to take this inventory, and 81\fOne not 
wishing to participate, 11q leave the room after we have started, 
just leave your test materials on· the seat. This teat is nothing 
but an indication ot your 1ntereets, or your preference for one 
activity over other activities. There are no right or wrong 
answers, all that is wanted is a true indication or your ovn 
interests. There is no time limit, and speed is not a require-
ment, aa you will be allowed to work until you finish. 
First fill in your answer sheet with yo\U" rumae I age, and 
group number. Nov open your teat booklet and read the 
directions on page 1 ot the booklet. You understand that you 
are to mark the-activity liked most in the left hand column, 
and the activity liked least in the right hand collDRD? For 
S2 
each item there are three activities, and you should mark the 
one liked least, and the one liked aoat. Be sure that you do 
not skip or omit 111\Y of the items. 
Are there 81\V questiout Remember this is an indication of 
your own interests. These results will be kept confidential 
and when the results are received, it you will come to me 
personally I will let you see your results. 
All of the students who took the Kuder Preference Rseoro appeared 
to show high interest in the tak1.ng of the inventory, and not one subject 
out of al1 the groups declined to participate in the project. All of 
the students showed enthusiasm in determining their results, ai'ter the 
profiles were established. Thia excellent cooperation of the students 
resulted in a 100 per cent response of the student population enrolled 
in fire protection tor the school year ot 1953-1954. 
The Clarification of the Interest Profiles 
After the scoring, and processing of all the interest inventories 
on the Kuder Profile sheets,3 the intere.st profiles were anallzed with 
3rhe scoring and profiling of all the inventories was clone by the 
Bureau of Tests and Measurements of Oklahoma A. & M. College. 
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the specific problems of this study in mind. The student testing groups I 
and III were combined to get all the freshmen students into one group. 
The follovir1g procedures were then adopted and worked through. 
The raw Kuder scores or the freshmen students, and the arithmetic 
mean, standard deviation, ancl the standard error of the mean were 
obtained for the group on each of the ten scales of the Kuder Preference 
Record. The equivalent percentile mean score was obtained from the 
ar1 thmetic mean by t)'ie use of the Kuder Interest Profile Sheet for the 
group on each of the ten scales of the inventory. 
The statistical procedures which were followed with the freshmen 
students are al.so followed with the data obtained for the second year 
students in fire protection as a group, and for all the graduates of the 
School of Fire Protection considered as a groupia: The graduates were then 
aub-(livided into groups as classified by their areas of specialization 
in fire protection trom their questionnaire response. This data wu 
then proceaaed with an arithmetic mean, standard deYiation, and 
standard error of the mean, and the equivalent percentile mean obtained 
on the ten scales, tor the eub-d1Y1deo groups of graduates. The 
specializecl areas of education and training, and equ1:pqent and appliance• 
were omitted, as the nmber or graduates in these two areas were too 
amall to be of an;y significant value. 4 
The materiel needed for the oomparison or the freshmen student 
population and the graduate population from the Illinois Institute of 
Technology et'\Jiy was obtained through the mail from Mr. George s. Speer.5 
'1-he area of Education & Training has only 1 subject, and the 
area or Equipment & Appliances he.s only 2 subjects. 
\1reotor, Institute for Pqcbolog1eal Services, Illinois 
Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illlnois. 
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The final problem of the relationship of the interests of' the Oklahoma 
A. & M. Fire Protection School atudenta and graduates to their college 
achievement as measured by grades, was processed by the obtaining of the 
overall collep am the fire protection course grade point averages fro• 
the Registrar's Office of Oklahcaa A.. & M. College. 
The results and the detailed explanation of the statistical 
procedures, and ccmparieons as related to this study are found in 
Chapter VI. 
CHM'!IRVI 
RE.SULTS OF THE STWY 
Canparieon of the Oklahcaa A.. & M. am Illinois 
Teoh Fire Protaotion Populationa 
The first section of our results is a comparieon of the freshmen 
students and the graduates of the Oklahoma 1.. & M. Fire Protection School, 
with the freemen student• am the graduates of the Fire Protection 
Engineering Department at the Illinois Inst1 tute of Technology. In 
Table 13. the percentile rank or the mean Kuder Raw scores ror the two 
populations are presented. The percentile ranks for the Illinois Tech 
population were taken from Table l of Speer' s1 atuay. Aa 11,q be seen 
trcn our table, the graduates in the Oklahoaa .A. & M. population are 
lower than the Ill!nois Tech graduates on the mecha:nical, computational., 
perswud:ve, artistic, literary, end the social semce interest aceles. 
Howewr, the Oklahma A. & M. graduates are higher than the lllinoia 
Tech graduates on the acientific, nsical, end the clerical interest 
scales. Generally, we uy aee that the two graduate populations resemble 
each other on the Kuder interest seal.ea with the exception of the 
persuasive, am the clerical scale. 
To get an indication of bow significant the differences on the 
K\¥ler interest scales for the two graduate populations are, we computed 
a critical ratio of the differenoe between the raw arithmetic meru1 Kuder 
1speer. •The Kuder Interest Test Patterns of Fire Protection 
Engineers." P. 522. 
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TABLE 13 
PERCENTILE RANK OF MEAN Ktl>ER RAW SCORES OF A. & M • .AND 
IU.INOIS TECH FIRE PBOTF.CTIOH FU.SllmW AID GR.IDUATES 
Intereat A. &H. Illinois Teoh 
Scales Fire Protecticn Fire Protection !51neari!I 
Freshmen Graduates P'l'eshllen Graduates 
Mechanical 53 60 st> 64 
Computational :u 50 65 56 
ScientifJ.c 45 53 55 49 
Persuasive 63 43 65 88 
.ArtisUc 63 45 so 50 
Literary :u 50 60 55 
Musical 23 50 47 43 
Social Service S9 48 43 53 
Clerical. ,42 48 39 26 
N 25 44 34 118 
scores on each interest scale or the Kuder Preference Record. In order 
to compare the raw scores of the two populations, we first had to 
convert the .form B Kuder Preference Record scores or the Illinois Tech 
graduate population to equivalent rom C scores. This was accomplished 
by taking the percentile rank of the mean raw scores tor the Illinois 
Teoh graduates, and plotting this pereentlla rank one. form C Kwler 
Preference Record interest profile sheet. The raw scores were then read 
from the form C profile sheet anc1 plotted in Table 14 of Out" study. The 
above procedure for converting the form B scores to for,1 C scores was 
followed according to instructions h"om Science Research J.Bsociates, the 











AVERAGE RAW KWER SCORES OF A. & M • .AND ILLINOIS 
TECH FIRE PROTE11TION GRADUATm 
A. & M. Illinois Tech 
Graduates Graduates 




M S.E.M s.E-K DMl -M2 
49.2 1.49 50.2 1.48 1.0 
27.8 1.24 29.4 1.07 1.6 
41.1 1.63 40.0 1.25 1.1 
37.1 1.90 60.5 1.84 23.4 
20.5 1.40 21.8 1.76 1.3 
18.9 1.u 20.2 1.61 1.3 
11.4 .85 10.4 .ro. 1.0 
Social Service 41.9 2.11. 43.5 1.51 1.6 













II These rnw ar:!thluetic meen scores are converted from form B raw scores 
to form Craw scores with the use of the Kuder Profile Sheet according to 
instructione from Science Research Aasod.ates. 
____ .. Critical ratios found significant at the l per cent leyel of 
confidence. 
In Table 14 of our stuiy we have presented the average raw Kuder 
scores of both the Oklahoma A. & M. and the Illinois '!'ech graduate 
populations. We have obtained the arithmetic mean ot the raw scores, 
the standard e?TOr ot the mean, end the clii'terenoe between the means. 
To find the significance of this diffe1·ence between the tneans ot the two 
populations, we computed the standard error of the difference, and our 
critical ratio. JrOJD the critical ratio it mq be seen that the 
difference or 23.4 on the persuasive scele and the difference or t.6 
on the clerical scale are both significant at the l per cent level or 
confidence. 
Comparison of A. & M Fire Protection and 
llllnois Tech Fire Protection Engineering Freshmen 
In h.ble l;, the percentile rank of the mean Kuder raw scores on 
each of the interest scales are presented for the :freshmen students in 
both the Oklahoma A. &. M. fire protection population and the Illinois 
Tech fire protection engineering population. The Oklahoma A. & M. 
freshmen are lower than the Illinois Tech freshmen on the mechanical, 
C011putational, seientific, persuasive• U.terary, and the JIIU8ical interest 
acales. The Oklal.1011l& A. & M. f'reslmen m-e bigtier than the Illinois Teoh 
freshmen on the artistic. social senice, and tm clerical interest 
sctlles. The two populations are similar in the fact that the percentile 
rank scores tend to cluster around the mean with no characteristicalq 
high or low ooores. The highest scores for the A. & M. population are 
at the 6:;rd percentile on the persuasive and the artistic scales. While 
the highest scores for the Illinois Tech freshmen are at the 65th 
percentile on the computational m:1d the persuasive seal.ea. 
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In Table 15 wa have presented the average raw Kuder scores tor both 
the Oklahoma A. & M. ano the Illinois Tech freshmen populations. The 
raw Kuder scores for the Illinois Tech population were converted f'raa 
form B scores 1n tha same manner as the graduate scores were converted. 
First we caapuwd the mean raw scores, aXld the standard error of the 
mean for both the pc,pu.1J1J.tions. Then w determirv,d the difference between 
'these mean raw scores for each of the Ku:ler interest scales. To test the 
reliability of these obtained dii'.f'erences, the st&r'.dard error ot' the 
difference, and the critical ratio were found.. Th, dift'erenoe of 6.2 
between the mean raw scores on the literary scale, and the difference of 
5. 5 on the social service aoale were both significant at the ; per cent 
level ot conf'1dence. Tbe difference of 7.5 on the computational scale 
was significant above the 1 per cent le,rel ot confidence. 
In ell the tables of this study presenting "tbs pe:-:oentile rank of 
the mean raw scores for the A. & M. population, the percentile rank 
IIC02"8S were obtained by plotting the raw mean scores on the Kuder 
Preference Record form C profile sheet. In all the tables of this study 
presenting the raw Kuder mean scores, the standard error of the mean was 
2 sp 
obtained with the rormuta as follows: S.E-it = -V,.Nlmllliii-l:ll!l!!=="'- • The 
standard error of the difference between the means in all the tables of 
this stuly was computed by the use of the formula3 stated below. 
S .E.D = J s.E. 2 Ml+ S .E. 2 M2 • The formula4 used in the tables of 
our study to determine the critical ratio of the difference found between 
2H. E. Garrett. Statisti_c13 !a faycholmg .9m Education. (Longmans, 
Green and Co., Inc., Me..z York, 195?), P. 190. 
'Jb1!1., P. 213. 
4.(bid., P. 215. 
TABLE 15 
AV.mJGE RAW K.tl)ER SCORES 07 A. & M. AID ILLINOIS 
TECH nRE PROTECTION nF..SJDml 
A. & M. Ill1no1a Tech 
Interest - Freemen Freemen 
Soalea Fire Protection 11.re Protection 
Engineering 
M s • .E-,c ti s.~ 1\n -M2 
Mecham.cal 46.7 2.11 47.6 3.25 0.9 
CC111p11tational 24.0 1.65 31.5 1.96 7.5 
Sc1ent1!1c 38.6 2.65 41.7 2.10 2.9 
Persuasiff 44.8 3.27 45.0 3.05 0.2 
Artistic 25.1 l.89 21.8 2.10 3.3 
Literary l.4.9 1.26 21.1 2.11 6.2 
Musical 7.4 1.24 10.9 1.32 3.5 
Social Service 45.4 2.15 39.9 1.63 5.5 
Clerical 42.4 2.68 41.3 1.65 1.1 












#These rav ari tblaet1c mean scores are converted from font B raw scores 
to fora C raw eoorea w1 th the use of the Kuder Profile Sheet according to 
lnatruations fl"CIII Science Research Aaeocia:tea. 
_• Critical Ratios significant at or above the 5 per cent lnel of 
conf'idence. 
-** Critical Ratios significant at or above the l par cent level of 
confidence. 
the means 1s CR ::: D • The obtained cri tioal ratios were then ---s.E-n 
checked for significance level vith the use of Table Din Garrett•s 
text.5 
Comparison of A. & M. Fire Protection Graduates and 
Illinois Tech Fire Protection Engineering Graduates According 
to 11ature of Empl.oyaent Classifications 
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From the questionnaires sent to the A. &. M. i'1re protection graduates 
we obtained cl.uaitications according to the nature of the sen1eea 
performed. FOl" the Illinois Teoh Fire Protection Engineering graduates 
we obtained this information from Table 3 of Speer's stuc:ty.6 The 
classification or the nature of employment tar "sales• as used in 
Speer's table was omitted flocml OUl" comparison since none of' the A. & M. 
graduates marked this classification. 'l,'he arithmetic mean rav Kuder 
scores were obtained for the A. & M. graduates on each of the Kuder 
interest seal.ea, end these scores were then converted to percentile 
ran.'lcs, since percentile ranks were used by Speer for his population. In 
the A. & M. population two of the thirty-six graduates employed in fire 
protection marked the neutral cl.assif'ication ot •other," on the question-
naire, and were not included in this comparison. Thie gave us a total 
N for tbis C01'.1parison of thirty-four graduates in the A. & M. population. 
The percentile ranks of the mean Kuder raw scores for each or the 
interest scales from both populations, are compared in Table 16 according 
to administrative 811d engine«ring employment classifications. The 
A. & M. graduates are higher t'han the Illinois Tech graduates for the 
5lw., P. J;}.7. 
6speer, "The Iuder Interest Test Patterns of Fire Protect.ion 
Engineers." P. 525. 
TABLE 16 
PE.RCElITILE RJNK OF ME.AN lll>llt RAW SCORES OF A. & M • .AND ILLINOIS Tl!X:H 
FIRE PROTF.CTION GRADUATES ACCORDING TO NATURE OF WORK CLASSIFICATION 
Interest A. & M. Graduates Illlnoia Teoh Graduate• 
Scale• Fire Protection Fire Protection Engineering 
Ada. Ing. Adm. Ing. 
Meethanical 71 67 69 15 
Computational 18 55 65 55 
Scientific YI 63 47 56 
Pereuaaiw 45 IJJ 71 71 
.Artistic 61 S2 49 39 
Literary '' 54 61 5:3 Musical 56 44 43 4? 
Soci.al Service 62 36 41 64 
Clerical 21 48 30 20 
9 25 30 
adtdnistration classification on the mechanical, artistic, musical and 
the eocial service interest scales. The only interest scale for the 
A. & M. graduates in this classification which is above the 65th 
percentile and which might be suggestive or high interest according to 
JC't¥1er,7 is the mechanical scale. The Illinois Teeh eroouates in the 
administration classification have a score on the persuasive scale 
above the 75th percentile, which ls considered high. These same 
graduates also heve scores above the 65th peroentile on both the 
•chanical and the computational interest scales. 
The graduates who classified their work as engineering in nature 
or the A. & M. population have only one score above the 65th paroentile, 
and this is on the mechanical scale. The A. & M. graduates in this 
classifioation haft higher percentile scores than 'the Illinois Teoh 
graduates on the scientific, artistic and the elerieel interest scales, 
with a aligh~ higher interest on tblt literary scale. The Illinois 
Tech craduates in the engineerine classification hsn two scores tl'iat 
could be considered as high interest, being above the 75th percentile, 
on the mechanical and the persuaaive interest scalos. One of the 
iaportant aspects of this classification appears to be the tact that the 
Illinois Tech graduates in both the administrative and the engineering 
classitications, have their highest scores on the persuasive and the 
J1echanical interest scales. While the A. & M. graduates have their 
highest aeores tor both the administrative, and the engineering groups 
on the mechanical interest scale. 
OVeral.l Comparison of the A. & M. Fire Protection mxl 
the Illinois Teoh Fire Protection Engineering Populations 
From the preceding tables and presented information, it appears 
that the populations of the Oklahoma A. & M .. Fire Protection School and 
the llllnois Institute ot Technology Fire Proteotion Engineering 
Department SN basically similar in interests u measured by the Ku:ler 
Preference Record. The treshmen of Illinois Tech are very aignificsntly 
higher on the computational scale, aul are significantly higher on the 
11 terar,y interest scale than are the A. & M. freshmen. The A. & M. 
freshmen are significantly higher on the social service interest scale 
than are the Illinois Tech freshmen. The graduates of the Illinois 
Tech population are very significantly higher than the A. & M. graduates 
on the persuasive interest scale. The A. & M. graduates are ve17 
significantly higher on the clerical scale then a.re the Illinois Tech 
graduates. In all the comparisons llede in this study betveen these 
two populatiODB, the outdoar scale of the Kuder Preference Record was 
Clld. tted, sinoe the Illinois Teoh population was tested with form B ot 
the Kuder, which did not include this scale. 
Analysis ot the Oklabau. A. & M. Fire Protection Population 
Caaparison of Freshmen and Sophomore Students 
The raw man scores of the students were convened to percentile 
scores vith the use of the Imler Preference Record form C profile sheet. 
The b'eshmen ettxlents did not have m\Y score that was above the 75th or 
the 65th percentile on the interest ,scales. !heir scores tended to 
cluster around the mean with a low at the 23rd percentile on the 
JllU8ical scale, and a high at the 63rd percentile on the persuasive em 
the arUstic interest scales. The sophoJ'llore students have one score 
above the 65th percentile, a score or 67 on the persuasive scale. The 
sophmore students• scores also tended to group arol.100 the mean with a 
low sccre at the '2nd percentile on the computational scale. Their 
high score was at the 67th percentile, as previously mentioned on the 
persuasive scale. The sophomore stu:lents are higher than the freshmen 
students on the computational, scientific, persuasive, literary, am 
the musical interest seal.ea. The factor that seems to be of interest 
here is the fact that the highest percentile score for both groups is 
found on the persuasive interest ecele. The stooents scores appear 
distinctive ae related to· the fact that these scores are spread along 
the •an with no characteristically high or low scores. This phenmenon 
6S 
we will remember is what first prompted Speer to make his study at the 
Illinois Institute of Technology on the Fire Protection Engineering 
Population. The percentile scores of the freshmen and the sophomore 
student groups of the A. & M. population are presented ia Table 17. 
TABLI 17 
P£R0Bftl.LE RANK OF MEAN .KUDER RAV SCORES 
OF A. & M. FBESHMEN AND SOPl!CMORE STlmENTS 
IN FIRE PROTECTION 
Interest Freshmen Sophomore 
Scales Students Students 
Mdoor 58 40 
Mechanical 5; 53 
Computational ;i ;2 
Scientific 45 48 
PerlSWUllive 63 67 
Artistic 63 58 
Literary :n 49 
Musical 23 53 
Social Senice S9 54 
Clerical 42 3'l 
If 25 16 
In our comparison of the average raw Kuder scores for the fres~.men 
ano the sophomore students we found that there was no difference between 
the means on the interest scales that was significant at the 5 per cent 
or the l per cent level of confidence. The arithmetic mean, the 
standard error or the mean, the standard error ot the difference, and 
the critical ratio were all computed using the formulas presented 
earlier in this chapter. The raw score data for the freshmen and the 














AVERA.GE RAW JCUOER SCORES OF A. & M. FRESllMEN 
an SOPHCMORE STtl)ENTS IB nRE PROTECTION 
Freshmen Students S2Ehomore Students 
M S.I.M M S.E-M Ii4i - M2 
1.6.6 3.66 39.4 4.02 7.2 
Jl;,.7 2.11 46.6 2.93 0.1 
24.0 1.65 24.2 1.88 0.2 
38.6 2.65 39.9 3.23 1.:; 
44-8 3.27 46.8 3.53 2.0 
25.1 1.89 2:;.8 2.?9 1.:; 
14.9 1.26 18.7 1.74 :;.6 
7.4 1.24 ll.9 1.89 4-5 
45.4 2.15 4:;.9 3.18 1.5 
























The consideration of the possibility of there being a significant 
difference between the variability or the two student gl'C)ttp& 88 measured 
by the standard deviation of the raw scores from tl'til -mean for each of the 
6? 
interest scales was next studied. The stanch1rd deviation or the raw 
scores for· each scale was obtained using the formula8 SD : V n.x2- ~X)~. 
N 
This formUla ia U88d throughout this chapter for obtaining the standard 
deviation of raw scores trom the mean. Once the standard deviations 
were obtained the difference between these standard deviations were 
found. The significance of the difference ratio vaa obtained with the 
use or Burr •s modification of the F ratio, vhicb divided the larger 
standard deviation by the smaller standard deviation, and U88d the 
following fomula: 9 Significant Ratio • Si • Thia fornrula is 
S2 
used in other tables in this stmy when we are dealing with uncorrelated 
data. The information on the variability or the raw scores on the 
interest scales for the freshmen and the sophomore groups is presented 
in Table 19. It may be of interest to note that the largest standard 
deviation for both groups was on the outdoor. scale. The smallest 
standard deviation was fo\Di on the literary scale for the sophomore 
students, and on the musical scale for the freshmen students. None of 
the difi'erences in variability between the two groups was found to be 
significant at or above the 5 per cent level of confidence. From the 
previously presented i11fori11atlon and tables, it appears that the members 
of the freshmen and the sophomore student populations do not differ 
significantly from each other according to.their mean interest profiles 
on the Kuder Preference Record. 
Boarrett, Statistics !ll fszchology .f!:!!1 Education. P. 55. 
91. w. Burr, "Tables for Determining Significance Between Small 
Sample Standard Deviations." Dept. of Mathematics, .Purdue University: 
5meo. 
TABLE 19 
THE VARIABILITY OF THE RAW KUDER SCORES 
OF A. & M. FRESHMEN AND SOPHGIORE STUDENTS IN FIRE PROTWTIOI 
Interest Freshmen Sophomore 
Scales Students St1ldenta D Burri 
SD SD 
SD1 - SD2 Ratio 
Outdoor 17.9 15.6 2.3 1.15 
Mechanical 10.4 11.3 .9 1.09 
Cmputational 8.1 7.3 .8 l.ll 
Scientific lJ.O 12.5 .5 1.04 
Persuasive 16.0 13.7 2.3 1.17 
Artistic 9.3 10.8 1.5 1.16 
Literary 6.2 6.8 .6 1.10 
Musical 6.1 7.'J 1.2 1.20 
Social Service 10.6 12.3 1.7 1.16 
Clerical 13.1 10.4 2.7 1.26 
N 25 16 
. ~ 
RBurr's modification or the F ratio whereby larger s.D. is divided 
·1,y the smaller s.D. 
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Comparison of the Graduates and the Students 
of the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection Population 
The average raw Kuder scores for the forty-four graduates who 
psrticipded in this study were computed, and the arithmetic mean raw 
scores on each interest scale was found. This mean raw score was then 
converted into an equivalent percentile rank score with the use of the 
Kuder Preference Record profile sheet, for fom c. The tendency of the 
percentile scores to group around the mean, which we noticed in 
connection with the fresh.l'J!en and the sophomore student profiles, is more 
pronounced vi th the graduate population. It appears there is no per-
centile score that coul.o be considered high, since the mechanical scale 
shows the highest score at the 60th percentile. The persuasive scale 
shown the lowest score on the graduate profile at the 43rd percentile. 
This gives us a spread of seven percentile points below the mean and ten 
percentile points above the mean, for the ten interest scales in the 
graduate interest profile. These percentile scores ere presented with 
the overall student profile of percentile scores in Table 20. 
The overall student p~of1le includes both the freshmen and the 
sophomore student groups, as pre-viously considered. The only score 
that ma;r be considered to have an indication of high interest is the 
percentile score of 65 on the persuasive scale. The student percentile 
scores range from a low at the )2nd percentile on the musical scale to 
a high at the 65th percentile on the persuasive scale. This gives us a 
spread of 18 percentile points below the mean and a spread of 15 per-
centile points above the mean. The mean percentile score on all the 
interest scales for the students is 48.5, as compared t·o a mean percentile 
score for the graduates or 50.3. The student percentile scores are 
TABLE 20 
PERCENTILE RANK OF MEAN KUDER RAW SCORES OF GRADUATES 
AND STUDENTS OF A. & M. FIRE PROTECTION SCHOOL 
Interest 
Students Graduates Scales 
Out.door 52 56 
Mechanical 5.3 60 
Computational. 32 50 
Scientific 47 5.3 
Persuasive 65 4.3 
Artistic 62 45 
L1terery 37 50 
Musical 34 50 
Social Service 57 48 
Clerical 46 48 
N 41 44 
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higher than the graduate percentile scores on the persuasive, artistic, 
and the social service scales. Thus the graduate percentile scores are 
}4.gher than the student percentile scores on tbe outdoor, mechanical, 
computational., scientific, literary, musical, and the clerical interest 
scales. 
In order to determine if the difference in the mean raw scores on 
each, of the interest scales between the graduate and the student 
populations were significant, we first obtained the raw a.ri thmetie 
mean score, and the standard error of the mean on each interest scale. 
The ditference in the meana f'or each interest scale were next obtained. 
?l 
The smallest difference of 2.0 was found on the outdoor scale, an:1 the 
largeat difference of 8.5 was .found on the persuasive scale. To 
determine tbe significance of these differences we had to obtain the 
standard error of the dif ferenoe between the means, and then compute a 
critical ratio. These computations were obtained using the formulas 
previously given in this chapter. Prom the in.f'ormation as presented in 
Table 21, 1 t may be seen that the difference between the means is 
81.gnificant above the l per cent level of confidence on the persuasive 
interest acale. While the difference on the computational interest 
scale is significant abow the 5 per cent level of confidence. These 
critical rutios as with all the critical ratios used 1n this stu,;!y• 
were checked egainst Table D in Garrett •s te:xt.10 
We nen considered tba variability between the raw scores on each 
of tho interest scales for both of the populations, using the standard 
deviation. In order to determine if there vae a significant difference 
between the variability of' the two populationt1, the difference between 
the standm.-d deviations for the graduate and the stment populations 
was totmi on each of the interest scales. The smallest difference ot 
.J was found on the computational interest scale, and the largest 
difference of 5.6 was found on the outdocr interest scale. 
The Burr Ratio vaa thin computed, and by referring t() Table 22, we 
tind that the difference between standard deviations on the outdoor ,md 
the social service 1nt1:trest scales are the only cUf'ferences significant 
above the 1 per cent level of confidence. The mechanical, scientific, 
persuasive, artistic, literary, musical, comr,utational, and the clerical 
interest scales all have differences in variability between the two 
populations which are not significant. 
lOoarrett, Statistics !J! P,xchology J!!!! ~ucatiop. P. J;J.7. 
TABLE 2l 
AVmAGE RAW KWER scoru-.;s OF GRMJUATES AND STIDENTS 
or ,. & M. FIRE PROT.tll1TION SCHOOL 
Interest Students Graduates 
Seal.ea M S.I.M M s.g.M DMl -M2 S.E9n 
Outdoor 43.8 2.75 41.s 2.11 2.0 3.47 
Mechanic ml 46.6 1.70 ,.9.2 1., ..9 2.6 2.2o 
Computntionel 24.1 1.23 27.8 1.24 3.7 1.75 
Scientific 39.1 2.03 41.1 1.63 2.0 2.60 
Persuu!Ye 45.t, 2.40 3'7.1 1.90 8.5 3.06 
Artistic 24.6 1.57 20.5 1.40 4.1 2.10 
Literary 16.4 1.06 18.9 l.ll 2.5 1.53 
Musical 9.2 1.10 ll.4 .85 2.2 1.38 
Social Service44.8 1.79 a..9 2.14 2.9 2.79 














• Critical Ratio significant ubove the 5 per cent level of -confidence. 












THE VARI ABILITY OF 'I'HE 
RAW KUDER SCORES OF' GRADUATli:S AND 
S'l'UDENTS OF A. & M. ~'IRE PROTECTION SCHOOL 
----
Student a Graouatea 
SD SD DSD1 - SD2 
17.4 13.8 5.6 
10.7 9.8 .9 
?.8 8.1 .3 
12.8 10.7 2.1 
15.2 12.4 2.8 
9.9 9.2 .7 
6.7 7.3 .6 
6.9 5.ti 1.:3 
Social. Service 11.:; 14.0 2.7 
















____ •• Burr Ratio significant at or above the 1 par cent level of 
eonfidenoo. 
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In our comparison between th:i overall student population and the 
graduate population ot the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School it 
appears th~t the populations ter.J'l to be similar in interest. This is 
shown by the fact th.et tho re tU'e on.1.y two sigr:,!f'icant differences between 
the raw mean scores of the populations, and there ere only two very 
aignifioant diffeMnce3 in variability between the populations. The 
atudentt.l seem to hne e wider .spread ot scores u shown by the standard 
dffiation ot the rew scores on the outdoor, mechanical, scientific, 
pe:rsuashe, arlistio, and the musical interest sceles. '!'he graduates 
thus h1J,•e a wider spreed of rm, sooree on the computational, 11'\erary, 
social service, and the clerical interest scales. Generally it appeara 
that the two populations tend to ref'lemble each other on their a.erall 
interest prot!l~a in the re.ct that the scoree tend to cluster around 
the m~an on all the interest scales. 
Comparison of the GradWiteB of the Oklahoma A. & M. 
Fire Protection School 'With and without College Degrees 
Over half of the graduate population as considered in this study 
went on to receive college degrees after completing the two-year fire 
protection course at Oklahoma A. & M. College. It was felt it might 
be of interest to cleterndn.e if tt.ese graduates had a significant 
difference in interest as measured by the Kuder Preference Record from 
the graduates w}H> did not receive a college degree. 
By referring to Table 2:3 it mq be seen that the graduates with 
college degrees do not have any percentile score that might be considered 
a.a indicative of high interest, as their highest score is at the ti3rd 
percentile on the •usical interest scale. The graduates without degrees 
have a percentile score of 65 on the mechanical scale which might be 
TABLE 23 
PERCENTILE RANK OF ME;AN KUDER RAW SCORES OF 
fiRE PROTECTION GRADUAT~:S WITH AND wlTHOUT DEGRt.:E:S 
Interest Graduates Graduates 
Scales With Degrees Without Degrees 
Outdoor 43 48 
Mechanical 57 65 
COlllputationel 52 43 
Scientific 48 ;s 
Persuasive 40 46 
Artistic 35 54 
Literary 48 52 
Musi eel 63 32 
Social Service 51 43 
Clerical 46 50 
N 24 20 
considered as indicating a high interest. The graduates with degrees 
are higher than the eraduates without degrees on the scientific, 
computational, musical, and the social service interest scales. While 
the graduates vithout degrees are higher on the outdoor, mect.anical, 
persuasive, artistic, literary, and the clerical interest scales. 
In order to find out which, if any, of these differences wore 
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significant the average raw Kuder scores for both populations on the ten 
interest scales are presented in Table 24. The arithmetic mean, the 
standard error of the mean, and the difference between the means vith 














AVERAGE RAW KUDER SCORES OF FIR.I!: PROTECTION 
GRADUATES WITH AND WITHOUT DIGREES 
Graduates Grerluates 
With Degrees Without Degrees 
M S.E.M M S.E.M ~ -M2 
40.8 2.41 42.9 J.68 2.1 
48.0 2.48 50.5 1.41 2.5 
28.6 1.92 26.7 1.47 1.9 
.39.8 1.99 42.ti 2.71 2.s 
36.4 2.57 '37.9 2.88 1.5 
18.6 1.40 22.8 2.55 4.2 
18.4 1.89 19.5 .72 1.1 
13.7 1.23 8.8 .84 4.9 
42.9 2.79 40.1 3.4:, 2.8 














_ H Critical Ratios significant at or e.bove the 1 per cent level 
of confidence. 
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were computed with the formulas presented earlier in this chapter. The 
only significant difference between the mean raw scores for these two 
graduate populations was a difference of 4.9 on the musical interest 
scale. This difference vas found to be significant above the l per cent 
level of confidence. 
In oonsieering the difference in the spread or the raw scores on 
each of the interest sos.lea for both of the populations as measured by 
the atendard deviation, we obtained the reliability of the differences by 
UBing Burr •s Ratio as presented earlier in this chapter. The differences 
between the standard deviations on the musical and the artistic interest 
scales for the two populations were both significant above the 5 per cent 
level of confidence. The differences between the standard deviations on 
the musical scale and on the literary interest scale were both significant 
above the 1 per cent level of confidence. This inf'orJnation is presented 
in Table 25. From this table it mey be seen thot the smallest standard 
deviation of 3.1 on the literary scale, and t~ largest standard 
deviation or lt.O on the outdoor acal.e are both in the graduate without 
degree population. 
From the tables and information that have been presented it ap~ara 
that the graduate with college degree population differs from the 
graduate without college degree population in respect to raw mean scores 
on the Kuder interest scales very significantly, only on the musical 
interest scale. In the 'Variability of the rav scores the only significant 
differences between the two populations are found on the mechanical, 
anistic, literary, and the musical interest scales. The graduate with 
college degree population is higher than the graduate vi thout college 















TH& VARIABILITY OF THE 
RAW KUDER SCORES OF FIRE PROTECTIOlf 
GRADUATF.S WITR AND WITHOUT DEGRJ!ES 
Graduate a Graduates 
With Degree a Wi tbout Degrees - SD. SD. D 
SD1 - SD2 
ll.6 16.0 4.4 
11.9 6.1 5.8 
9.2 ti.4 2.8 
9.5 11.8 2.:; 
12.:; 12.5 .2 
6.7 ll.l 4.4 
9.0 3.1 5.9 
5.9 :;.6 2.3 
1:;.4 14.9 1.5 










l.(;.t,* -~· ~· 
1.n 
1.20 
lisurr•a modification of the F ratio vhereby the larger s.n. is 
divided by the smaller s.D. 
• Cri ticel Ratios significant at or above tl1e 5 per cent -level or confidence. 
____ •• Critical Ratios significant at or above the 1 per cent 
level of confidence. 
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Comparison or the Gracl.uates of the Oklahoma A. & M. 
Fire Protection School as to Their Area of Specialization 
One of the original purposes of this study was to attempt to 
determine if the graduates would have different interest profiles, when 
classified as to the specialized area of employment they entered in fire 
protection. We have considered only the areas of insurance employment, 
plant protection and safety, and public protection. The two areas of 
equipment 81'.ld appliances, and education am training were omitted trOII 
this compariB<>n due to the extremely small number or subjects in both 
these areas. In making this compm·ison between the three remaining 
areas, it is realized that the usefulness or these results are affected 
by the limited nUJllber of subjects in both the plant protection end the 
public protection classifications. 
The percentile ranks of the ari thmeti~ mean raw score on the ten 
interest scales for the three groups are presented in Table 2l. Ae mq 
be seen from this table, the graduates in insurance have one score that 
might indicate a poaaible high interest,· and that score is at the 09th 
percentile on the mechanical scale. It might also be considered at 
this time, that the only score above the 65th percentile far the graduates 
in public protection is also on the mechanical scale. The graduates 
employed in~ area of plant protection show a surprisingly high 
percentile score at the 74th percentile on the musical scale. This is 
the only scOI"f: for this group that might be indicative of high interest. 
The thirty-six graduates actively employed in fire protection were the 
only subjects considered 1n this comparison. These graduates tend to 
show a little deviation fro• the preYiously observed tendency, of tho 
interest scale scores to group or cluster around the mean. However, it 
TABLE 26 
PERCENTILE RANK OF MEAN Ktl)Jm RAW scoru;;s OF 
A. & M. FIRE PROTECTION GRADUA'l'F.S AS .TO AREA OF EMPLOYMENT 
Interest Graduates in Graduates in Graduates 1n 
Scales Insurance Plant Protection Public Protection 
Outdoor 53 34 55 
Mechanical 69 60 69 
Cmputational /JJ 26 55 
Scientific 58 59 61 
Perauaaive 39 50 30 
Artistic 56 /JJ 33 
Literary 52 60 27 
Musical )4 74 48 
Social Service 45 40 57 
Clerical. 43 28 41 
22 6 5 
must be considered that this could be cat1aed by the small nmber of 
aubjene in the group,: of th1s·eomparison. 
In our contparison of.the mean rav Kuder scores tor the three 
groups, we first COl\pared the graduates in insurance with the graduates 
in plant protection. The only significant difference between the raw 
arithmetic mean scores was found on the 11usical scale, with a dif terence 
or 7.2 being significant above the 5 per cent level of confioence. This 
inf orution is presented in Table 27 for further analysis. 
We next compared the graduates employed in the specialized area of 















AVERAGE RAW KUDER SCORES OF 
A. & M. FIRE PROTECTiotl GRADUATES 
IN INSURANCE AND PLPJlT P}fOT.GCTION 
Graduates in Graduates in 
Insurance Plant Protection 
M S.E.M M S.i.K DMl - M2 
44.3 3.27 37.8 3.50 t.5 
51.7 l.83 49.0 2.76 2.7 
27.l 1.39 22.~ 2.91 4-3 
42.4 2.34 '42,.7 5.07 .'.3 
J,(;,.2 2.90 39.3 4.10 3.1 
23.3 2.38 21.0 2.24 2.3 
19.5 1.24 21.5 4.69 2.0 
9.3 1.09 16.5 1.49 7.2 
40.4 ,.06 38.7 6.78 1.7 













- ... -· ,...,.__. 
_ "* Crt.ticcu Ratios significant et or above t}:;e 1 per cent leval 
of conf1cle.nce. 
protection. As may be aeen from Table 28 the graduates in these two 
areas of specialization do not have any significant differences between 
their raw mean scores on the ten interest scales of the Kuder Preference 
Record. It thus appears that the graduates in the specializeo areas of 
insurance and public protection might po.~sibly be considered as one 















AVERAGE RAW m>ER SCORES OF 
A. & M. nRE PROTECTION GRADUATES 
IN INSURANCE AND PUBLIC PROTEtl'IOII 
Graduates 1n Graduates in 
Iaeuranoe Public Protection 
M S.E.M M S.E-i,t I\ti - M2 
44.3 3.27 45.8 6.30 1.5 
51.7 1.83 51.g 2.90 .1 
27.1 1.:39 29.2 4.50 2.1 
42.4 2.34 43.s 2.oci 1.4 
;t.,.2 2.90 32.6 4.00 ).b 
23.3 2.38 18.0 3.50 5.3 
19.5 1.24 14.0 2.90 5.5 
9.3 1.09 n.o 18.70 1.7 
40.4 3.06 41 ... 6 7.J.O 4.2 














To complete our comparison o.f the gradU11tes when classified as to 
their specialized areas of e1nployment, we have compared the raw arithmetic 
mean scores on each ot the ten interest scales for the graduates employed 
in the area of public protection and for the graduates employed in the 
area of plant proteetior:&. Sinoe this ccmipurison has a small number of 
subjects 1n both populations, it is not surprising that we find there is 
no si.gniticant difference between the raw ,1t0an scores on ~ of the 
interest scales. This information is presented in Table 29. 
TABLE 29 
AVERAGE RAW KUDER SCORES or 
A. & 14. FIRE PROTECTION GRADUATES 
IN PUBLIC PROTECTION AND PL.ANT PROTEX:TION 
Interest Graduates 1n Grad.us.tea in 
Scales Public Protection Plant Protection 
M S.E.M M S.E"M DMl - M2 S.i.D CR 
Outdoor 45.8 b.j() 37.8 ,.so s.o 7.21 1.n 
Mechanical 51.8 2.90 49.0 2.76 2.s 4-00 .70 
Ccmputational 29.2 4-50 22.s 2.91 6.4 5. '.36 1.1.9 
Scientific 4:3.8 2.00 '42,.7 5.07 1.1 5.79 .19 
Persuasive 32.{) 4.00 :39.3 4.10 6.7 6.31 1.06 
Artistic 18.0 3.50 21.0 2.24 ,.o 4.15 .72 
Literary 14.0 2.90 21.5 4.69 7.5 5.51 l.'.36 
Musical u.o 18.70 lti.5 1.49 5.5 59.30 .09 
Social Service 1+4.6 7.40 38.7 6.'ffl 5.9 31.70 .19 
Clerical 42.2 5.40 38.J 4.32 3.9 6.92 .56 
ft 5 6 
The Relationship Between the Interest Scores 
and Fire Protection Grades 
It was believed that it might be possible to deter.mine which 
interest scales, on the Kuder Preference Record correlated highly with 
fire protection grades. This comparison vas sought to attempt to 
i<ier.tify whet scales might be representative of intArest factors which 
have a relat10I1ehip witli the fire protection grades in the Fire 
Protection School at Oklahoma. A. &: M. College. 
Correlation Between Students I Raw Interest Score 
anc1 Fir\ii Protection Mean Grade Point 
The inoiv1cue1 studed 's row scores or each of the ten interest 
scales cf the Kuder Preference Record were correlated with his fire 
protection grade point averag'0. Eight of the students out of tt,e total 
popul~tion of forty-one were omitted from this eomperison since these 
students were freshmen who entered at the beginning of the spring 
semester, 1954, and no graces were available for these subjects. A 
Fearsonian coefficient cf correlat!onll 1o:e.P obte1ned for tre atudent 
populc.tion, anc it is presented !r. Table 3(1, wit!'> the standard error of 
the £.12 It mc;y be noted that a high positive correlation is shown 
between the sc~ial service scale and fire rrotection grades with an~ of 
.9:,. The clerical scale also shows a high positive correlation with 
fire protection grades with en .t c,f .83. lt is of interest tc note that 
the outdoor interest scale shows a fairly high negative con-elation with 
llFormul.a used to compute !• 
r 2 :: [N~XY - (~I) ~Y) ] 2 
12 
Formula used to compute S.E•r• 
~x2 _ ,~x>2J [Na2 _ ~1>2] 
2 
S.E.r = l - r 
~N-l 
TABLE 30 
THE CORRiil.ATION BETWEEN RAW KUDER SC~ AND 
STWENT'S FIRE PROTreTION GR.ADE POINT AVERAGE 
Interest Pearsonian S.E. r Equivalentl Scales r z 
Outdoor -.rn .07 -1.02 
Mechanical -.58 .12 -.ti6 
Ccmputational .51 .13 .56 
Scientific .:33 .16 .34 
Persuasive -.55 .12 -.62 
Artistic -.43 .14 -.46 
Literary .51 .13 .56 
Musical. -.59 .ll -.68 
Social Se"ice .93 .02 1.66 
Clerical. .83 .05 1.19 
N 33 
I ftaher'• Z furunion u used to find the reliability of 
the difference between tvo z•e. 
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an.[ o:f -. 77 for fire protection grndea and the student population. It 
may also be noted from this table tho.t five of the interest scales 
corral~ted positive vith the fire protAction grades and five of the 
interest sceles correlated negatively with the fire protection grades. 
This table also includes tl1e equivalent J score for each of the co-
ef.f! dents of correlation ae determ1nec1 from Table C of Corrett 's text 
on etatiatics.13 
Correlation Between Gradu~tes' Rew Intereat Scores 
and Fire Protection Mean Graoe Point 
It ,,as decided to eomp•1te a correlation using the 'Pearsonian .!: on 
the relationship between th'-; gradu'lt.os' raw scores on the intflrest scales 
for each indivirlual, and hi~ fire protectio!l grade point average. This 
was done in rin •:f'fort to clr;:..rify the rsolttts obtai:n.;,d !rom too correlation 
found bttt•.1een interest scoros an.cl fire protqction grades with the student 
popuL'lti->n. It was reeJ.i Z"ld thet the results for tho g...·sduate population 
might be affeet'!d by the f a,:t that the intet"est seoros were determined 
some ti.ms after the grade ;,:,inte W"!'e obttl~ed. Since some of the 
graduates wore in school iH 19'.39 a!l.<3 1940 there is a time difference in 
some eas-,s of a::a much as fourteen ::1eare, an<J in other cues as littl6 
time as ab: months. 'l'hb .lorrelstion was computed on forty-three of the 
gra<1uates, since one or the i,Taduates was omitted from this procedure 
when it was i'ound that hio college trar..scri~t record vt1s not avrllable. 
By referring to Table 31 it ms, be obeerved t..hat the graduates• 
coefficient~ of correle.tlon between fi.N protection grn<le pd.r,t ~vorsge 
and interest scores ro:e p:.."'e;.;entco with the .,,t!;ll.derd error cf the .t, and 
the equivru.cnt -* eooreo for £• The gTriduuten ha,re five seal.es with a 
positive coefficient of carrt:ilat:lon, &llO five ncales with a riegntive 
l3Garrett. Statistics!!! P;;ychology ,!!!! Education. P. 426. 
TABLE 31 
THE CORRELATION B}l.."TWEEtI RAW KUDER SCORES AND 
GRADUATES' FIRE PROTECTION GRADE .POINT AVERAGE 
Interest Pearsonian S.E. Equivalent 
r Scales r z 
Outdoor -.63 .09 -.74 
Mechanical. -.53 .11 -.59 
Computational -.56 .10 -.6'.3 
Scientific .51 .ll .56 
Persuasive .44 .12 .47 
Artistic -.49 .12 -.54 
Literary .64 .09 .76 
Musical .89 .03 1.42 
Social Service .32 .14 .33 
Clerical -.75 .07 -.97 
N 43 
coefficient of correlation. The grarlue.te population has four coefficients 
of correlation that may be considered fairly high, two of which are 
positive and two of which are negative. The positive coefficients of 
correlation are an E. of • 89 on the musical scale and an .£ of .64 on the 
literary interest scale. Ttie negative coefficienta of correlation were 
found on the clerical scale, with an? of -.75, and on the outdoor 
scale with anJ: of -.63. 
It might be of interest to note tho interest scales wbere the 
coefficients of correlation from the two populations are at the opposite 
ends of the sea.le, positively or negatively. The students have a 
positive I. on the computational scale and the {:.Taduates have a negative 
I• While the students have a negative r on the persuasive scale and the 
graduates have a positive £.• We find this same situation occurinc on 
the musical an<l the clerical interest scales. It appears from the 
correlations of these populations and tbeir mean fire protection grades, 
the only two scales that show e. fairly high!. for both populations are 
the lit el' ury scale with a positive I., and the outc1oor scale wi tl1 a 
negative .t• However if we consider just the student population the 
social service and the clerical scales would also have to be considered. 
The mean fire protection grarle point for tl~ student population was 
found to be 2.97, and for the graduate population the mean fire protection 
grace point was found to be 3.2i. 
The significance of the differences occurring between the coefficients 
of correlation for the stt.Xlent and the graduate populations as related 
to their fire protection gTada point average are presented in Table 32. 
Arter the equivalent 1 fu.'lction scores were obtained for the £'s the 
difference between the J's was obtained. Then the standard error of 
this difference was obtained uaing the f'ormu1.l4rrom Gerrett •s text. 
+ - 1 • After the standorrl error of the 
...tN2 - 3 
difference was obtained, a critical ratio wns computed and checked for 
significance. The only significant differences between the 1 •s were 
f'ouno on the musical of 2.10 and on the clerical scale of 2.lb, both 
of these differences were signifiennt above the 1 per cent level of 
confidence. It should be noticed from this table that the differences 
between the J's from both populations was only .28 on the outdoor scale 
and on the literary scale this difference was only .20. 
14:xbid., P. 239. 
TABLE :;2 
SIGNIFICANC.B Or' TH.& DIFl'EllllJ'iCE BBTw;~;N TH£ r's OF THE STUDENTS t Mi'D 
GRAD1JATBS' RAW KUJ)E;P. SCORES !u"iil FIRE PROTECTION GRADE 
POINT AVERAGg USING FISHER'S Z FUNCTIO?~ 
Interest Student Graduate 
Settles z z DZJ. - Z2 S.E-n CR 
Outdoor -1.02 -.74 .28 .76 .'J"l 
Mechanical -.66 -.59 .07 .76 .09 
Computational .56 -.63 1.19 .76 1.57 
Scientific .:,4 .56 .22 .76 .29 
Persuasive -.62 .47 1.09 .76 1.43 
.Artistic -.I/., -.54 1.00 .76 1.32 
Literary .5{i .76 .20 .76 .26 
Musical -.t,8 1.42 2.10 .76 2,76** 
Social Service 1.u.:i .j'.3 1.33 .76 1.75 
Clerical 1.19 -.97 2.16 .76 ~·· 
N 33 43 
- ** Critical Ratios significant at or above the l rier cent level of confidence. 
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The results presented in this chapter were obtained in e.n attempt 
to investigate the relationship between the Oklahoma A. & M. Colleee, 
811'1 the Illinois Institute of Technology Fire Protection populations 
in respect to interest as measured by the Kuder Preference Record. The 
graduate population of the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School 
population vas examined as to degree and non-degree subjects, nature of 
work clttSsifications, and fire protection grade points. Since the 
uncontrolled variable of job tenure and seniority affected the salaries 
of the graduates it was decided we would not attempt in this study to 
include a financial grouping or classification of the graduates with 
respect to their measured interests. The student population of the 
Oklahoma A. &: M. College Fire Protection School was compared vi th the 
interests of the graduates, and with the students• fire protection 
grace point average. The general conclusions based upon the use of 
st,atistice.l procedures which were presented in this chapter are given 
in chapter VII. 
CHAPTER VII 
SlH4.ARY A1ID CONCLUSIONS 
General Summery of the Study 
The principal problem of this study was to analyze the relationship 
of the interest profiles of the graduates end the stooente of the Fire 
Protection School at Oklahoma A. & 'M. College. This problem upon 
analysis and examination had sewral aspects. 
1- An examination of the relationship between the interest profiles 
of the freshmen students and the graduates of the Oklahoma A. & M. 
College Fire Protection School and the Illinois Institute of 
Technology Fire Protection Engineering Department._ 
2- An analysis of the relationship between the freshmen and the 
sophomore students or the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection 
population 1n regard to their interest profiles. 
3- The determination of the relationship between tbe interest 
profiles of the students and the graduates of the Oklahoma 
A. & M. Fire ProteeUon population, aDl their college achine-
ment as meaaUNd by fire protection grades. 
4- the examination ot the interest profiles or the graduates of 
the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School in an err ort to 
determine the relationship between interest and employment in 
different specialized areas of fire protection. 
5- The analysis of the interest profiles of the graduates of the 
OklehOllla A. & M. Fire Protection School as to any measurable 
91 
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differences in interest betveen graoue.tes with college degrees, 
and graduates without college degrees. 
Tl':e interests or the 85 subjects of this study were determil'J9d with 
the Kuder Preference Record, Vocational, form C. Applicable information 
on the graduates was determined by a questionnaire aent to the total 
graduate population·of 51 subjects, and the 44 subjects responding were, 
included in this study. These subjects were administered the Kuder 
Preference Record through the mail. The a. students were teated with the 
Kt¥ler Preference Record at the Fire Protection School of Oklahoma 
A.·& M. College. The interest profiles of all the subjects were 
plotted on Kuder interest profile sheets for !Ol"II c. These profiles 
were analyzed according to percentile mean scores, and raw arithmetic 
mean scores. The variability of the raw scores was analyzed by the 
use of the standard deviation, and Burr •s Ratio. The mean fire pro-
tection gracle point aerege and the raw mean interest scores were 
correlated using the Pearsonian z for the Graduate and the Student 
populations of the Oklahoma .A. & M. Fire Protection School. 
Summar:y or the Results 
1- 'J'be Oklahou A. & M. Fire Protection graduates scored higher on 
the clerical interest seale than cid the graduates of the Fire 
Protection Engineering Department at the Illinois Institute of 
Technology. This difference was signif'1cant at the one per cent 
level of confidence. 
2- The Illinois Institute of. Technolo1.;) Fire Protection Engineering 
graduates scored significantly higher, at the one per cent level 
of con:f1c'lence, on ltl·e 1.iersuasive intHrest sct:1le than did the 
gr~ut teu of the Oklahoma A. &- M. Fire Protection So)mol. 
3- Tt1e frashinen students of the Oklahoma A. & M. 1'"1re Protection 
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· Soliool scored: significantly' b:f.r,lJSr than the freshmen stuilents: 
in fire protection engineerlng nt the Illinois Institute or 
Technology on '\he social servi.ce interest scale. This difference 
W88 significant at the five p<1r cent level of confidence. 
4- The Illinois Inatitute of Teclmology Fire Protection f;ngineering 
freHhmen scorerl'significantly higher on the literary intereet 
scale than di<i the Oklahoma' A. & M. Fire Protection freshmen. 
This difference was sigrdficant at the five per cent level of 
confidence. The Illinois Institute of Technology freshllel\ alSo 
scored higher on the computational scale than did the Oklahoma 
A.·& M. Fire Protection freshmen. This difference was 
significant at the one per cent level of confidence. 
5- The OklahOJll& A. & M. i'ire Protectiorl freshmen and the graduates 
had no scores that seemed to indicate high interest on any of 
. the scales. 
b- The Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection graduates who classified 
their employment as administrati've in nature, and the graduates 
who classitiecJ their emplo,-nt as engineering in nature bad 
scores that mife:ht indicmte high interest on the mechanical 
interest scale. The.Illinois Institute of Technology Fire 
Protection Engineerinr, graduates who classified their employment 
as administrative in nature, and the graduates who classified 
their employment as engineering in nature had scores that might 
indicate high interest on both the aechan1cal_and the persuasive 
interest seal.ea. 
7- The Okll)heltl:J A. & M. 1,·1re Protection freshmen and sophomore 
students r,1.owed no s1gnif7cant difference between the maans of 
the raw interest scores, or in the variability or their raw 
1nt£,reat scores. 
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8- The Oklahoma A. , M. Fire Protection freshmen and sophanore 
students when considered as one population have a score on the 
pernuaaive interest scale that might be indicative or high 
interest. 
9- Thu stwents and the graduates of the Oklahor,m A. & M. Fire 
Protuction School differed significantly between their raw mean 
scor~s at the one ~r cent level of confidence on the persuasive 
intort:Jst scalo. 'l'h~se two populations also differed oignlficently 
at the five per cent level of confidence on the cornputationsl 
interest scale. 
10- The variability of the raw scores of the students and the 
graduates of the Oklahoma' A. e. M. Fire Protection School 
differed significantly at the one per cent level of confidence 
on the outdoor interest scale, and the social senice interest 
scale. 
11- The graduates of the Oklahoma 1. & M. Fire Protection School 
w1 th college degrees we~ ,significanUy higher than the graduates 
without degrees on the musical scale. Thie difference was 
significant at the one per cent level of confidence. 
12- The graduates of the Oklahoma A. &: M. Fire Protection School 
with degrees differed in '\Fariabillty from the graduates without 
degrees on the mechanical and the literary scales, significant 
at the one per cent level of confidence; and on the artistic 
and the social service interest scales, signiticnnt at the 
five per cent level of confidence. 
13- The graduates of· the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School 
classified in the area of insurance employment had a score on 
the mechanical scale above the 65th percentile, which could 
. indicate a high interest. 
14..:. The graduateo of the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School 
classified in the area of public protection employment scored 
above the 65th percentile on the mechanical scale, which might 
indicate a high interest. 
15- The graduates of the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School 
classified in the area ot plant protection and safety employ-
ment, scored above the 74 percentile on the musical scale.1....., 
which might indicate a high interest. 
16- The only significant difference found between the raw mean 
scores of the g!aduates of the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection 
School, when grouped a.a to their area of employment was found 
between the graduates in insurance and. 'the graduates in plant 
protection ard. safety. Thiet difference was found on the 
musical scale and was significant above the fi've per cent 
level of confidence. 
17- The Pearaonian I. coefficients of correlation on the raw scores 
of the interest scales for the students of the Oklaboaa .l. & M. 
Fire Protection School and their fire protection era.de point 
average ranged from an £. of -. 77 to , an E. of • 93. 
18- The Pearsonian I coefficients of correlation on the raw scores 
of the interest scales for the graduates 01' the Oklahoma A. &. M. 
Fire Protection School ::mc1 their fire protection grade point 
8.V8ra.ge ranged from an ,£ of .....L3 to an E. of .89. 
19- The only significant difference between the coefficients of 
correlation for the stucent population and the graduate 
population of the Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School and 
their fire protection grade point average were founrl on the 
musical tU10 the clerical interest scales. Both of these 
differences were above the one per cent level of confidence. 
Review of Limitations 
This study was limited by the following factors, The student 
population included only those subjects majoring in fire protection at 
Oklahoma A. & M. College during the school year 1953-1954• The graduate 
population included only those subjects who indicated a desire to 
participate in the study by returning the questionnaire. The interests 
as used in this study were determined as measured by the Kuder 
Preference Record, Vocational, form c. 
The small number of subjects in this study from the Oklahoma 
A. & M. Fire Protection School &9nerally tends to limit the conclusions 
that mey be drawn from this study. 
Conclusions 
1- It appears that the students and the graduates of the Oklahoma 
A. & M. Fire Protection School tend to be a rutber heterogeneous 
group in regard to their interests as mes.sured with the Kuder 
Preference Record~ 
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2- The student and the graduate populations of the Oklahoma A. & M. 
Fire Protection School do not appear to have any high or low 
interests that might be considered as characteristic of the 
group. 
3- The interests of the student and the graduate populations of the 
Oklahoma A. & M. Fire Protection School appear to differ on the 
persuasive and the computational interest scales. 
4- The literary and the outdoor interest scales appear to be the 
principal interest scales that show a consistent trend toward a 
stable relationship with fire protection grade point average 
for the student and the graduate populations of the Oklahoma 
A. & M. Fire Protection School. 
5- It appears that the freshmen student populations of the Oklahoma 
A. & M. and the Illinois Institute of Technology fire protection 
populations tend to be similar in their interest profiles, in 
regard to the absence of high or low interests. 
6- The high persuasive interest of the Illinois Institute of 
Technology Fire Protection Engineering graduates, as compared 
to the average persuasive interest of the Oklahoma A. & M. 
Fire Protection graduates ffl8i,Y be the principal difference in 
interest between the two populations. 
7- It is recommended that further study is needed on all aspects 
of the proble1us considered in this study. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
It is recommended that further study be conducted with interests as 
measured by the Kuder Preference Record and grades for college fire 
protection students. Thi.s reeearch !idght invr ntigate the relationship 
between students with high and low ~Tades and their interests. 
The interest profiles of fire protection populations and their 
special! 7,00 areas of employment could be investigated when larger groups 
of subjects are availnble. 
Further study into the interests of fire protection populations 
on a college level might be accomplished. 1tsing other interest measuring 
inventories. It might be possible that the Kuder Preference Recorrl does 
not measure some unknown interest factor common to college fire protection 
populations. 
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